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                                                   ABSTRACT 

Speech synthesis, a process of making artificial speech, has been one of a research area for the 

last many decades. But, even if there are several techniques of producing synthetic speech, yet it 

is still challenging to find one that overcomes all the limitations. Although there are challenges, 

synthetic speech is pertinent in many areas like in teaching and learning process, 

telecommunication, as aid for handicaps and so on.  

This study introduces a new method of formant-based speech synthesis for Amharic vowels. The 

model described in this work has two major parts. The analysis part: that handles the text 

analysis (transcription of the input word) and extraction of the speech parameters. The synthesis 

part: that generates the artificial speech.  In the new model, smaller speech units like phonemes 

and the like are not stored in the database rather the speech parameters are stored. This highly 

minimizes the memory requirement of the speech synthesizer than other synthesizing methods. 

 At run time, the CART machine selects best parameters from the database that exactly or closely 

matches to the contexts of the input vowel. At the same time the acoustic parameters of the file 

will be passed to the Formant Synthesizer to synthesize vowels from the given context of a word. 

The system is evaluated using MOS, one of the most popular testing techniques in speech 

synthesis. Experimental results showed that, the system has provided high flexibility of a speech 

with low memory and also data requirements.  On average, 88.85% of the vowels are correctly 

recognized by the listeners.  

Keywords: Speech Synthesis, Formant, CART, Transcription, MOS 
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   Chapter One 
1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1.  Background  

Speech is one of the most effective means of communication for humans. It plays a great role 

especially in man-machine interactions. The advancement of technology has provided us many 

tools in the area. Speech-enabled interfaces are desirable because they promise hands-free, 

natural, and ubiquitous access to the interacting device. Speech synthesis, automatic generation of 

speech waveforms, has been under development for several decades. Recent progress in speech 

synthesis has produced synthesizers with very high intelligibility, but the sound quality and 

naturalness still remain being a major problem. In addition to this, most synthesizers currently 

manipulate a small number of parameters in a highly constrained manner to produce speech and 

thus lack flexibility.  However, the quality of present products has reached to an adequate level 

for several applications, such as multimedia and telecommunications [1,2].  

Text-to-Speech (TTS) system is a system that converts free text into speech [3]. This is a process 

that a computer reads out the text for people. The TTS system consists of two main phases: The 

Natural Language Processing (NLP), which does the text analysis and the Digital Signal 

Processing (DSP) step, which is responsible for speech generation routines [2,4]. The text 

analysis routine converts the input text into abstract linguistic description (such as phonemes and 

stress) via the syntactic structure and semantic focus of the sentence. Input texts are first 

processed by the "Text Normalization" procedure, which expands concept bearing sequence of 

character into word sequence of the language. The speech generation routine first uses the 
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linguistic structure to generate the phonetic realization of each phoneme. Then it performs the 

phonetic-to-acoustic transformation often called as speech synthesis. The phonetic-to-acoustic 

transformation performs the synthesis based on the speech parameters. These two phases are 

usually called high-level and low-level synthesis [2,5]. 

When speech is analyzed acoustically, one way of examining the spectrum of individual speech 

sound is using the energy distribution at different frequencies. Most sounds (particularly voiced) 

exhibit peaks of energy in their spectrum at particular frequencies, which contribute to the 

perceived quality of the sound rather as the notes in a musical chord contribute to that chord’s 

quality. These peaks are called formants, and it is common to number them from the lowest to 

the highest by giving number like F0,F1,F2 and so on  [6]. Investigating how these frequencies 

and other parameters (such as pitch frequency and period associated with it) have impact in 

producing sound is the aim of this paper.  

The speech synthesis that we are dealing with follows context dependent modeling. The vowels, 

which are the focus of this paper, may be influenced by the surrounding phonemes. It is really 

important to know how the contexts of the vowel have impact on the sound we are trying to 

generate. Basically, the vowels may be at the starting, in the middle, or at the end of a given 

word. So, based on the neighboring phoneme it is possible to generate different vowel sound. 

Phonemes are divided into three broad classes as consonants, vowels, and semivowels [9]. The 

consonants represent speech sounds that generally possess vocal tract shapes with a larger degree 

of constriction than vowels. Semivowels are the one that exhibit the behavior of the vowels as 

well as the consonants. The vowels are produced with relatively less constriction at the vocal 

tract with quasi-periodic pulses of air stream caused by vibration of the vocal cords. The up-down 
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and to-and-fro movement of the tongue and shape of the lip in the oral cavity plays a big role in 

the production of vowels [7]. These phonemes are common for many languages. 

Amharic is the language for country-wide communication and was used for a long period as the 

principal language for literature and the medium of instruction in primary and secondary schools 

of Ethiopia (while higher education is carried out in English). Amharic words use consonantal 

roots with vowel variation expressing difference in interpretation. In modern written Amharic, 

each syllable pattern comes in seven different forms (called orders), reflecting the seven vowels 

[18]. The first order is the basic form; the other orders are derived from it by more or less regular 

modifications indicating the different vowels. There are 33 basic forms, giving 231(7 * 33) 

syllable patterns (syllographs), or “fidels”. The thirty-three core orthographic symbols, each of 

which has seven different shapes to represent the seven vowels (e, u, ii, a, ie, ������������ o). Each 

consonant and the seven vowels in combination represent Consonant-Vowel (CV) syllables [9]. 

Speech synthesis has been one of the most popular research areas for the last three to four 

decades in languages like English. And, there is a great advancement on the tools used for 

developing the synthesizers. Only few years are counted to use the technique for Amharic 

language [19].  Researches on TTS are done for different languages [7,19,20] locally by using the 

concatenative1 method of speech synthesis. Even if, there is a slight variation on the way of 

implementation on the above works, the basic idea (method) used to synthesize the speech is the 

same in all the three cases. The other speech synthesis approach, formant based speech synthesis 

is not tested for any language locally. This is just the first attempt towards the development of the 

synthesizer for Amharic vowels using formant synthesis. 

                                                 
1 One of the three speech synthesis method and discussed in chapter three 
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Many experts have worked on applications of speech synthesis. For instance, in phonology, 

phonetics experts have greatly used speech synthesizers to convert a written text into intelligible 

speech with appropriate contextual allophones, correct timing and stress and, if possible, 

appropriate intonation [6,7]. Locally there are some speech synthesis researches done for 

different languages.  Even if these applications are not fully functional they have made some 

contribution in the area [18]. 

1.2.  Application of the study 

Today speech synthesis has so many applications and some of them are listed below [6]. Some of 

these applications are important when there is a demand in hands free and/or eyes free 

environment.  

• Language Education 

• Aid to handicapped people 

• Telecommunication services 

• In speech research 

Speech Synthesizers are helpful to learn a new language by using computer aided learning 

system. Specially they are very useful to teach kids with new languages. 

By the help of especially designed keyboard and a fast sentence assembling program, synthetic 

speech can be produced in a few seconds to remedy the voice handicaps. Blind people can benefit 

from the synthesizer as well since it gives them access to written information.  

. 
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TTS applications also play a great role in communication services. In these systems textual 

information can be accessed over the telephone. Mostly, they are used when the requirement of 

interactivity is little and texts range from simple messages.  

Speech synthesizer system helps linguistics to investigate various features of speech. To study 

speech in terms of acoustical rules, phoneticians have extensively used a TTS system, which is 

based on formant synthesizer [7]. 

Even if speech synthesis has so many applications, the quality of the sound is not yet satisfactory 

in some of the areas. This highly depends on the technique that we use to synthesize the 

speeches.  Moreover, to synthesize artificial speech we need to study the nature of the phonemes 

in the languages. Particularly in Amharic language, vowels are embedded in every consonant. 

The difference in the orthographic symbols is mainly due to the presence of vowels associated 

with the consonants. In simple language, vowels are present in every character of the Amharic 

language.  So, it is really important to deal with vowels in the area of speech synthesis [34].                                                      

1.3.  Statement of the problem 

The advancement of technology has contributed a lot to make different works easier. Out of these 

technological products, speech synthesizers are the one becoming popular in alleviating problems 

related to speech. But, still there is a demand on the day to day activities. Most of the products 

currently produced, are based on developed countries languages, like English. People like 

Ethiopian find it very difficult to use these products easily, unless they have some knowledge 

about the language. Amharic is one of those languages that require language analysis so as to 

allow easy access to these TTS applications. (For example, it is very difficult for English 

illiterates to properly use electronic equipment-like mobile phone, which needs communication 
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through English). It is also very hard for visually impaired people to navigate computer prompts, 

unless they are supported with some sort of Amharic voice.  

Having a synthesizer that alleviates the aforementioned problems is very critical. So this study 

focuses on the way to develop such Amharic language synthesizer. To this end, we are going to 

concentrate on the basic part of the Amharic language, vowels.  

The development of the synthesizer for Amharic language plays a great role in supporting man 

machine interaction in the area of TTS. Moreover, it will solve the problems that exhibit in 

teaching the language. As the language is the official language for Ethiopia government, the 

synthesizer can serve a wide area of population.  

1.4.  Motivation  

Currently, technology is growing in a very fast rate in our globe.  Technological products are 

serving people in the day to day activities. Speech synthesizers are one of such technological 

products that speak out like human beings. Theses tools have enabled people to easily get 

information in different working areas, like in telecommunication.  

Locally there are researches that make an effort to provide such a facility [29]. But, due to many 

reasons, the outputs from such studies are not yet fully operational. Most of the technological 

products we are using came from abroad and locally living people find hard to use it. So, how can 

we make theses products easily accessible to the people? There are two solutions:  

• The first is, to make these electronic equipments speak out in Amharic language while we 

are pressing any of the buttons or keys on the devices. 
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• The second solution is to fully develop (produce) these devices from scratch here in 

Ethiopia (Example, to produce a computer for Amharic language). 

To develop the whole system under current situations needs a big research in the area. But, the 

first solution is the way out to the aforesaid problems. We can for instance, develop Amharic 

language synthesizer by adapting some of the features from others. 

Having the solution in mind, still we have to think how to make the voice very flexible and 

achievable with the resources (like memory capacity) we have. And also, how can we add 

emotional effects to our synthesizer (like anger, happiness, sadness and so on)? How is it possible 

to achieve such flexibility? So, we need a synthesis technique that provides control over speech 

parameters on different degrees. Formant synthesis is one of those techniques to alleviate the 

above problems [13].  

As mentioned in the introduction part, Amharic is a language that has consonantal root with 

vowel variation [29]. The difference in the syllables is due to the presence of vowels in every of 

the characters. For every character or word that we utter, there is a vowel associated to it that 

changes the meaning.   

On top of that, even a particular vowel does not sound in the same way when it appears in 

different contexts of a word. So, there is a need to synthesize the vowels in different context. The 

synthesizer should be able to take into considerations the different influences and tones that may 

come due to the preceding and succeeding phonemes. 

The fact that such a synthesizer is not yet produced for any language locally has inspired us to 

engage in the research work.   
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1.5.  Scope and Limitation of the work 

The main target of this research work is, to develop Amharic vowel synthesizer. In this study, we 

focus on how to synthesize Amharic vowels from different contexts. Unless it is to investigate 

their influence on vowels, the consonants and semivowels will not be synthesized. The main 

reasons for dealing with vowels are due to: 

• Their immense capacity of holding prosodic information than consonants 

• Their periodicity nature while production of the voice 

• Their ability in having source information  

• Their association with Amharic consonants  

In addition to aforementioned reasons, the nature of human speech production for vowels is 

completely different from consonants.  Similarly, the way that we follow to synthesize the two 

phonemes artificially is different. So it is very important to deal with, the different Amharic 

phonemes separately. Due to the complexity that may come by taking the language as a whole 

and the necessity that vowels have than consonants, we just concentrate to work on vowels. 

In relation to this the justification for using formant approach is, to address the main issues 

behind formant synthesis, so that it can be extended further in any future work. 

1.6.  Objective 

General Objective: 

The main objective of this research is to develop a speech synthesizer for Amharic vowels using 

formant based technique. 
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Specific Objectives: 

• Develop a method of collecting acoustic data about vowels in context from a given 

utterance and extract features appropriate for parameterization. 

• Develop hierarchical (tree) clustering mechanism for efficient parameter selection for 

target vowel in a given context. 

• Synthesize Amharic vowels using the parameters from the decision tree. 

• Analyze the performance of the system using the existing performance measurement 

techniques (MOS- Mean Opinion Score). 

1.7.  Methodology and Tools  

Before starting the actual work, deep study is made in the literatures that are written on this area 

to have a clear picture about the work. Papers written on Amharic language are reviewed, to 

understand the nature of the language and how to apply to the new system.  The different speech 

synthesis techniques have been studied to identify their differences. During the course of the 

thesis, we have also reviewed the different speech synthesis techniques that are applied for 

Amharic and other languages. 

The main activities that are conducted to achieve the objective are: 

• Data collection: appropriate and representative text (that holds vowels) and acoustic data 

is collected to analyze the variation of vowels at different context and other factors. 

• Feature extraction: once the speech files are made ready from the text corpus, we have 

extracted the acoustic parameters from the wave file. Colea, speech analysis tool is used 

to extract the formants and other relevant information from the speech file. The formants 
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are the most important features to produce the new speech. In Colea we have adopted, 

peak spectral peaking formant extraction mechanism, together with LPC (Linear 

Predictive Coding). 

• Tools: during feature extraction, we used Colea, a matlab based speech analysis tool. The 

tool is very important in two phases. First, in segmentation of the vowels from the given 

word in different contexts. After segmentation, it also used during extraction of the 

formant frequencies and the other acoustic information. We used matlab (6.5) to develop 

the prototype and test the selections made during synthesis. Colea is also used during 

recording the speeches from the speakers. 

For selection of parameters from the given context of the vowel, we used CART, 

Classification And Regression Tree, tool that uses decision tree based classification.  

CART machine has been used during training and some part of the testing phases also. 

• Testing: perceptual test (MOS) and quantitative test have used to evaluate the 

performance of the Amharic vowel synthesizer. The performance of the CART on the 

output of training data and the test data measured by writing code in the matlab 

environment. 

1.8. Organization of the thesis 

The thesis is organized into seven chapters; the second chapter focuses on the detail issues of the 

digital signal processing. The different techniques used in speech synthesis, their strength and 

weakness will be presented. The chapter mainly focuses on formant synthesis and its extraction 

techniques. 
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The different kinds of Formant Synthesizers used so far are introduced in chapter three. It starts 

by discussing the one made for English language and concludes on formant synthesizers 

developed for other languages like India. 

Chapter four brings up a discussion on the Amharic language phonological structure. It mainly 

focuses on consonants, vowels and on the transcription of Amharic words. 

Chapter five, targets on developing model for the Amharic vowels synthesizer using the formant 

method. It focuses on the three major components of the new model: the speech analysis, text 

analysis and synthesis phases.  

In Chapter six the testing techniques used and the results are discussed in detail.  In addition to 

this the chapter addresses issues on the corpus used for the research work. Chapter seven 

concludes the research by putting recommendations and some future works to be done. 

��������
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Chapter Two 
2. SPEECH SYNTHESIS 

2.1.  Introduction 

Speech synthesis, a process of building a system that can generate human-like speech from any 

text input to mimic human speakers, has two basic modules. As mentioned in the first chapter, 

they are named as the Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Digital Signal Processing (DSP).  

Before discussing in detail on the nature of artificial synthesizers with respect to NLP and DSP, it 

is necessary to have a look at how the human speech production system works. This helps to 

know how the parameters that control the human speech are very important in artificial speech 

synthesis. In line with this, it is also really essential to deal with the different DSP methods which 

play a key role in the synthesizing processes. 

2.2.  The Human Speech Production System 

Speech is produced by air-pressure waves emanating from the mouth and the nostrils of a 

speaker. The gross components of the speech production apparatus are the lungs, trachea, larynx 

(organ of voice production), pharyngeal cavity (throat), oral and nasal cavity. The pharyngeal and 

oral cavities are typically referred to as the vocal tract, and the nasal cavity as the nasal tract. 

Figure 2.1 shows the important parts of the human speech production system [8].   

The lung is the source of the air during speech production. If the speech sound made the vocal 

folds (vocal cords) close together and oscillates against one another, the sound is said to be 

voiced. When the folds are too slack or tense to vibrate periodically, the sound is said to be 
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unvoiced. The larynx is the structure that holds and manipulates the vocal cords. The "Adam's 

apple" in males is the bump formed by the front part of the larynx. The place where the vocal 

folds come together is called the glottis. The epiglottis is the fold of tissue below the root of the 

tongue. The epiglottis helps cover the larynx during swallowing, making sure (usually!) that food 

goes into the stomach and not the lungs. A few languages use the epiglottis in making sounds. A 

short distance behind the upper teeth is a change in the angle of the roof of the mouth. This is the 

alveolar ridge. Sounds, which involve the area between the upper teeth and this ridge, are called 

alveolars. The hard portion of the roof of the mouth is called hard palate. The term "palate" by 

itself usually refers to the hard palate. The Velum (Soft Palate) operates as a valve and it is the 

soft portion of the roof of the mouth, lying behind the hard palate. The velum can also move: if it 

lowers, it creates an opening that allows air to flow out through the nose; if it stays raised, the 

opening is blocked, and no air can flow through the nose.  

 

Figure 2.1: A schematic diagram of the human speech production system  
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The tongue is among the finer anatomical features critical to speech production. The dorsum is 

the main part of the tongue, lying below the hard and soft palate. It is found at the back part of the 

tongue (hence "dorsum", Latin for "back") and shaped away from the palate for vowels, placed 

close to or on the palate or other hard surfaces for consonant articulation. The teeth are also 

another place of articulation used to brace the tongue for certain consonants [25]. 

As mentioned above, the vocal cords play a great role in generating the kind of sound to be 

produced. The vowels are grouped in voiced sounds and the consonants are unvoiced sounds. 

Consonants involve constrictions, or gestures that narrow the vocal tract at a particular point. 

When we classify consonants, one of the most important things to consider is the place where this 

obstruction is made; this is known as the place of articulation, and in conventional phonetic 

classification, each place of articulation has an adjective that can be applied to a consonant. In 

Amharic language, we have basically five place of articulation these are labial, dental, palatal, 

velar, and glottal [9]2.  

Plosives are considered as the most basic type of consonant. They are produced by forming a 

complete obstruction to the flow of air out of the mouth and nose, and normally these results in a 

build-up of compressed air inside the chamber formed by the closure. When the closure is 

released, there is a small explosion that causes a sharp noise. The basic plosive consonant type 

can be exploited in many different ways: plosives may have any place of articulation, may be 

voiced or voiceless and may have an egressive or ingressive airflow. The airflow may be from the 

lungs (pulmonic), from the larynx (glottalic) or generated in the mouth (velaric) [6]. 

                                                 
2 More detail is given in chapter Four 
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The other important thing that we need to know about the human speech production system is 

what sort of obstruction it makes to the flow of air. A vowel makes very little obstruction, while a 

plosive consonant makes a total obstruction. The type of obstruction the phonemes make is 

known as the manner of articulation.  In Amharic, the common manners of articulations are 

stops, fricative, nasals, liquids and affricatives.  

2.3.  Source Filter Model 

Nearly all techniques for speech synthesis and recognition are based on the model of human 

speech production system. The central idea here is the decomposition of the speech signal as a 

source passed through a linear time-varying filter. This filter can be derived from models of 

speech production based on the theory of acoustics that states the source represents the air flow at 

the vocal cords and the filter represents the resonances of the vocal tract, which change over time. 

Such a source-filter model is illustrated in Figure 2.2 [10]. The filter (i.e. a set of resonators) is 

excited by a source, which can be either a simulation of vocal cord vibration for voicing, or a 

noise that simulates a constriction somewhere in the vocal tract. The sound wave is created in the 

vocal tract, and then radiates through the lips [11]. 

In this model, there is no interaction between the source and the filter other than the fact that the 

filter imposes its resonant characteristics on the source [11]. Hence, the individual acoustic 

properties of the source and the filter can be separately simulated. The vocal tract filter can be 

modeled as an acoustic tube with a varying cross-sectional area formed by the pharynx, the oral 

cavity, the nasal cavity, and the lips.  

The speech sounds generated may group into two broad categories. Those produced with a 

periodic vibration of the vocal cords (voiced sounds), and those generated without vocal-cord 
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vibrations, but with plosive or friction noise (voiceless sounds). For this reason, two excitation 

sources are needed for synthesis: a source producing a quasi-periodic wave (the voicing source) 

and a noise generator (the friction source) [11]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Block diagram of the human speech production system [11] 

Voiced sounds occur when air is forced from the lungs, through the vocal cords, and out of the 

mouth and/or noise [8,10,11]. The vocal cords are two thin flaps of tissue stretched across the air 

flow, just behind the Adam's apple. In response to varying muscle tension, the vocal cords vibrate 

at frequencies between 50 and 1000 Hz, resulting in periodic puffs of air being injected into the 

throat. The rate of cycling (opening and closing) of the vocal folds in the larynx during phonation 

of voiced sounds is called the fundamental frequency. This is because it sets the periodic 

baseline for all higher-frequency harmonics contributed by the pharyngeal and oral resonance 

cavities above [8]. The fundamental frequency also contributes more than any other single factor 

to the perception of pitch (the semi-musical rising and falling of voice tones) in speech. Vowels 

are an example of voiced sounds. In Figure 2.3, voiced sounds are represented by the pulse train 

generator, with the pitch (i.e., the fundamental frequency of the waveform) being an adjustable 

parameter. 
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�

Figure 2.3: Block diagram of a basic voicing source model [11].  

The model is composed of an impulse train generator that produces pulses at the rate of one per 

fundamental period. This impulse excitation simulates the generation of acoustic energy at the 

instant of the opening of the vocal cords. This signal then drives a linear filter whose frequency 

response G(f) (Glottal function) approximates the glottal wave form. The function G(f) must be 

chosen so that it approximates accurately the spectrum of the source. Finally, a gain control 

device allows the adjustment of the voicing amplitude. 

In contrast, voiceless (fricative) sounds originate as random noises but not from vibration of the 

vocal cords. The vocal cords will be in non vibrating mode and are held open. This occurs when 

the air flow is nearly blocked by the tongue, lips, and/or teeth, resulting in air turbulence near the 

constriction. This phenomenon is due to a pressure drop across a constriction formed in the vocal 

tract, where the flow of air becomes turbulent [10,11]. In Figure 2.2 the fricatives are indicated 

by the voice generator. 

Since the glottal wave is periodic, consisting of fundamental frequency (F0) and a number of 

harmonics (integral multiples of F0), it can be analyzed as a sum of sine waves. The resonances 

of the vocal tract (above the glottis) are excited by the glottal energy. Usually, the vocal tract is 

assumed as a straight tube of uniform cross-sectional area, closed at the glottal end, open at the 
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lips. Depending on the shape of the acoustic tube (mainly influenced by tongue position), a sound 

wave traveling through it will be reflected in a certain way so that interferences will generate 

resonances at certain frequencies. These resonances are called formants and the frequency of 

these peaks of energy is called formant frequency. By changing the relative position of the 

tongue and lips, the formant frequencies can be changed in both frequency and amplitude [10,42]. 

A speech signal can be described in many ways, and one of these is a spectrogram, which is a 

time-frequency-amplitude presentation of a signal. In a spectrogram, the horizontal dimension 

represents time and the vertical dimension represents frequency. The spectrogram waveform of 

the Amharic word “Beal” /���/ is presented in Figurer 2.4. Higher amplitudes are presented 

with darker gray-levels so the formant frequencies and trajectories are easy to perceive. Also 

spectral differences between vowels and consonants are easy to comprehend. From Figurer 2.4, it 

is easy to see that vowels have more energy and are focused at lower frequencies. Unvoiced 

consonants have considerably less energy and it is usually focused at higher frequencies. With 

voiced consonants, the situation is something between these two. 

Consonants do not show a completely stable pattern in spectrograms. They are subject to 

modifications according to their left and right context, i.e., their neighboring phonemes. This 

phenomenon is called coarticulation, and it is the consequence of two overlapping articulations. 
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Figure 2.4:  A spectrogram of the utterance of “Beal”/���/ 

2.4.  Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

One of the two main steps of speech synthesis is, the NLP. The main activity in this phase is the 

text analysis and phonetics analysis. A brief description about each of theme is given in the 

following sections. 

2.4.1. Text Analysis 

In this phase, the input text to the speech synthesis system needs to be processed and converted to 

a linguistic representation, which should be in a suitable form for the subsequent operations to 

work on. In addition to this, text analysis phase is responsible for indicating all knowledge about 

the text or message that is not specifically phonetic or prosodic in nature. 
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The text analysis component in a TTS system generally includes document structure detection, 

text normalization and linguistic analysis subcomponents [4,11,12].  

Document structure is important to provide context for all later processes. In addition, some 

elements of document structure, such as sentence breaking and paragraph segmentation, also are 

done in this phase since they have direct implications on prosody. 

Text normalization is the conversion from the variety symbols, numbers, acronyms and other 

nonorthographic entities of text into a common orthographic transcription suitable for subsequent 

phonetic conversion. First, the input sentences are organized into lists of words. Then the system 

must identify these words or tokens in order to find their pronunciations and chunks out of the 

input text will be made - tokenizing. There are many tokens in a text that appear in a way where 

their pronunciation has no obvious relationship with their appearance. Abbreviations, acronyms, 

and numbers are examples for this. The process of transformation of these tokens into full text is 

said to be normalization. 

Linguistic analysis recovers the syntactic constituency and semantic features of words, phrases, 

clauses, and sentences, which is important for both pronunciation and prosodic choices in the 

successive processes. 

Since this work focuses only in the Amharic vowels the text analysis part will not be 

complicated. The challenge is rather to perform all the segmentation for the vowels and also 

transcription of the word into its phonetic representations so as to get the vowels from different 

contexts. 
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2.4.2. Phonetic Analysis 

The second stage in NLP is to take the normalized word strings from text analysis and produce a 

pronunciation for each word along with possible diacritic information. Phonetic analysis is thus 

often referred to grapheme-to-phoneme conversion. Amharic is a phonetic language, meaning 

that a simple grapheme-to-phoneme conversion is possible for most of the words due to close 

relationship with Amharic orthography and phonology. Unlike languages like English, which are 

non phonetic, Amharic orthography does not have a difficulty as there is more or less, a one-to-

one correspondence between the sounds and the graphemes. The most important component here 

is, a large pronunciation dictionary is required when dealing with large number of words [9]. 

2.4.3. Prosody Generation 

The final stage in text analysis is prosodic analysis. Prosody generation module provides pitch, 

duration, and energy information for an original speech utterance which can be used as the target 

specification in the process of synthesizing the input text. Prosodic features create segmentation 

of the speech chain into groups of syllables. This gives rise to the grouping of syllables and 

words in larger chunks. Finding correct intonation, stress (refers to speech produced under 

environmental, emotional, or workload task), and duration from written text is probably the most 

challenging problem [15]. Intonation means, how the pitch pattern or fundamental frequency 

changes during speech. The prosody of continuous speech depends on many separate aspects, 

such as the meaning of the sentence, the speaker characteristics and emotions. Unfortunately, 

written text usually contains very little information of these features and some of them change 

dynamically during speech. However, with some specific control characters this information may 

be given to a speech synthesizer [2,12] . 
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2.5.  The Digital Signal Processing (DSP) 

The speech synthesis module of a TTS system (DSP) is the component that generates the 

waveform. The input of traditional speech synthesis systems is a phonetic transcription with its 

associated prosody. The input can also include the original text with tags; this may help in 

producing higher-quality speech. As discussed in the first chapter, there are three different 

categories of waveform generation or types of synthesis: Articulatory Synthesis, Formant 

Synthesis, and Concatenative Synthesis. 

Speech synthesis can also be classified according to the degree of manual intervention in the 

system design as synthesis by rule and data-driven synthesis [8]. In the former, a set of rules are 

used to drive a synthesizer, and in the latter, the synthesizer’s parameters are obtained from real 

speech data. Concatenative systems are, thus, data driven and formant synthesis is rule-based. 

The need to synthesize different voices, voice characteristics and to model emotive speech has 

kept research on formant synthesis active. As mentioned earlier, rule-based formant synthesis has 

the needed flexibility to model both linguistic and extra linguistic processes. Currently, there is a 

new approach that uses the combination of the two, to get the best out of each. This technique is 

named as data-driven-formant synthesis [27,28]. 

2.5.1. Formant Synthesis 

The final step in TTS is to synthesis the required speech by using one of the techniques. For this 

study, we use formant based approach to synthesize the speech. Formant synthesis has been one 

of the most widely used method for the last three or four decades. Due to its flexibility than the 

others, infinite number of sounds can also be generated in formant synthesis.  
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Rule-based formant synthesis uses the rules to modify the pitch, formant frequencies, and other 

parameters from one sound to another while maintaining continuity present in physical systems 

like the human production system. To synthesize speech by rule, a simple model for the filter is 

needed. The model explicitly represents a number of formant resonances. Three formants are 

generally required to produce intelligible speech and up to five formants to produce high quality 

speech [44]. Each formant is usually modeled with a two-pole resonator, which enables both the 

formant frequency (pole-pair frequency) and its bandwidth to be specified [2,8,11]. Some of the 

input parameters that control the speech production are listed below. 

• Voicing fundamental frequency (F0) 

• Voiced excitation open quotient (OQ) 

• Degree of voicing in excitation (VO) 

• Formant frequencies and amplitudes (F1...F3 and A1...A3) 

• Formant Bandwidths (B1,B2,B3) 

• Intensity of low- and high-frequency region (ALF, AHF) 

There are two basic structures in formant synthesis: parallel and cascade. But, for better 

performance some kind of combination of these is usually used. A cascade formant synthesizer, 

as shown in Figure 2.5, consists of band-pass resonators connected in series and the output of 

each formant resonator is applied to the input of the following one [2]. The serial connection of 

the formant resonators adds the effect of each higher resonance to the final output, and thus 

produces a direct replica of the total formant energy distribution, which corresponds quite well to 

the natural resonance mode of the vocal tract. The cascade structure needs only formant 

frequencies as control information. The advantage of the cascade connection is that the relative 
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amplitudes of formant peaks for vowels come out just right without the need for individual 

amplitude controls for each formant [2,26].  

 

Figure 2.5: Basic structure of cascade formant synthesizer [2]. 

A parallel formant synthesizer as shown if Figure 2.6, consists of resonators connected in parallel 

[2]. Sometimes extra resonators for nasals are used. The excitation signal is applied to all 

formants simultaneously and their outputs are summed. Adjacent outputs of formant resonators 

must be summed in opposite phase to avoid unwanted zeros or antiresonances in the frequency 

response. The parallel structure enables controlling of bandwidth and gains for each formant 

individually and thus needs also more control information. 

 

Figure 2.6: Basic structure of the parallel formant synthesizer [2] 
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A parallel formant synthesizer allows for the direct control over formant amplitudes and sums the 

outputs of the simultaneously excited formant resonators. But, it is not as good as accurate 

acoustic imitation of vocal tract behavior in speech as cascade. Parallel synthesizers are better 

adapted at producing consonants3 (nasals, fricatives, and stops), but some vowels can not be 

modeled with parallel formant synthesizer [2]. 

Even if each of the above techniques has its own quality, still it is possible to use the combination 

of the two to get a better output. In 1980, Dennis Klatt [26] proposed a formant synthesizer, 

which is a direct application of the source-filter theory that incorporated both the cascade and 

parallel synthesizers with additional resonances and anti-resonances for nasalized sounds, sixth 

formants for high frequency noise, a bypass path to give a flat transfer function, and a radiation 

characteristics. The Klatt implementation allows a choice between the formant resonator 

configurations according to the type of sound to be produced, which permits the simulation of 

male and female voices.  The quality of Klatt Formant Synthesizer was very promising and the 

model has been incorporated into several present TTS systems, such as MITalk, DECtalk, Prose-

2000, and Klattalk [2,20,26]. 

2.5.2. Mathematical Description of Parallel and Cascade             

 Synthesizers 

As discussed in section 2.5.1, formant synthesis uses a set of parameters to synthesis the speech. 

The model explicitly represents a number of formant resonances (usually from two to six) and 

this formant resonance can be implemented with a second-order IIR (Infinite Impulse Response) 

filter as shown in equation (2.1). The Hi are the formant resonance where 1 < i <6. 
                                                 
3 The consonants in the Amharic language are divided into five categories: nasals, fricatives, stops, lateral and 
affricates. There is a discussion on each of them in chapter four. 
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�

              (2.1) 

With fi=Fi/Fs and bi=Bi/Fs, where Fi, Bi, and Fs are the formant’s center frequency, formant’s 

bandwidth, and sampling frequency, respectively, all in Hz. The formants obtained from this 

equation are important input in the synthesis process. A filter with several resonances can be 

constructed by cascading several such second-order sections (cascade model) or by adding 

several such sections together (parallel model) [8]. 

Unlike the cascade model, the parallel model requires gains (G) to be specified for each second-

order section, which are chosen proportional to the formant’s frequency and inversely proportional 

to the formant’s bandwidth. So equation (2.1) will be represented in the following manner 

�

             (2.2) 

The cascade model results in an all-pole filter4, whereas the parallel model has zeros in addition to 

poles. This means that the roots of the denominator, the poles, are important in the cascade model. 

But in the case of the parallel model in addition to the poles we need to find the roots of the 

numerator, the zeros, to represent the model. Such a combination is shown in Figure 2.7[8,26], 

where R1 through R6 are the resonances one to six and each one represents a second-order IIR 

filter like that in Eq. (2.1 ). RNP represents the nasal pole resonance, and RNZ is nasal zero anti-

resonator. A1 through AB are the gains for each filter, used for the parallel model. Switch SW 

controls whether the cascade model or parallel model is used. 

                                                 
4 In all-pole model the roots of the numerator of the polynomial (eqn. 2.1 and 2.2) are called zeros of H(z) while the 
roots of the denominator are called poles of H(z). 
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Figure 2.7: Block diagram of Klatt formant synthesizer [8] 

For voiced sounds the excitation model consists of an impulse train driving a low-pass filter RGP 

(Resonance Glottal Pulse) and then a bandpass filter created by the parallel of RGZ (Resonance 

Glottal Zeros) and RGS (Resonance Glottal Sinusoidal). Variable control parameters are used to 

specify the fundamental frequency of voicing (FO), the amplitude of normal voicing (AV), and the 

amplitude of quasi-sinusoidal voicing (AVS).  For unvoiced sounds, the excitation consists of 

white noise driving a low-pass filter LPF. The excitation for voiced fricatives is a combination of 

the two sources. In practice, this mixed excitation is used for all voiced sounds to add some 

breathiness. 
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2.5.3. Formant Extraction Techniques 

As discussed earlier, formant synthesis is a technique, which is based on the parameters of the 

vocal tract. Formants, the resonance of the vocal tract, are the key parameters in the synthesis of 

the speech. The frequency at which they occur is said to be the formant frequency. These 

formants are extracted from the speech signal by using different methods.  But, in most cases the 

vocal tract system modeled by using an all pole system. This vocal tract system H(Z) can be 

represented as :   

�

             (2.3) 

Where, G is the gain factor and ak are the LP (Linear Prediction) coefficients and p is the order of 

the linear prediction, where 0� k �P.  In Linear Prediction, we assume a signal y[n] to be 

“predicted” from a linear combination of its past values and an input x[n] as: 

               �

            (2.4) 

The Linear Predictor is used to separate speaker dependent information such as vocal-tract 

length, pitch, formant frequencies from speech. These information are extracted by using 

different methods and three of them are discussed in the coming section [23,24]. 
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a) Spectral peak picking method 

The spectral peak picking methods and its variants have been widely used for a long time in 

formant extraction. Usually it requires low computational complexity, but they often seriously 

suffer from the peak merger problems [23], where two adjoining formants are identified into a 

single one. From the LP coefficients it is possible to construct the prediction error as follows: 

 �

             (2.5) 

The vocal tract filter in Eq. (2.1) can be obtained from the prediction error using filter Eq. (2.5). 

By performing FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) of sufficient order like 256 or 512, on the zero-

padded LP coefficients, a reasonable amplitude spectrum of the vocal tract system can be 

obtained as shown in Eq. (2.3). The spectrum obtained by the above-mentioned procedure, 

usually called LP spectrum. As the name suggests, this type of formant extractors tries to find 

resonances on the spectrum.  Spectral peak picking methods are advantageous in that they show 

relatively reliable results and do not require much computation. 

b) Root extraction method 

In this method, like the spectral peak picking method, we first compute linear prediction 

coefficients and obtain the prediction-error filter A(z). Comparing with Eq. (2.3), we can easily 

find that the roots of this polynomial A(z) correspond to the poles of the vocal tract system. Thus, 

we can obtain candidates for formants by solving A(z) = 0, using numerical methods. 
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When poles are kept sufficiently apart, and one of these poles, z =r0ej   forms a formant, the 

formant frequency F, and the formant bandwidth B can be represented by the following 

equations:          

�

              (2.6) 

�

(2.7) 

Where r0 is the magnitude of the pole, �0 is the phase of the pole, fs is the sampling frequency, F 

is the formant frequency, and B is the 3-dB formant bandwidth. Thus, if we find the roots of the 

prediction-error polynomial, we can obtain the formant frequencies using Eq. (2.6). In addition, 

we can get the bandwidth information from Eq. (2.7).  

Studies show that, root extraction method is not as reliable as the spectral peak picking method 

and obtaining roots of A(z) requires very high computational complexity [23]. So, in most cases, 

this method is not used in real-time implementation, except for research purposes. 

c) Analysis-by-synthesis method 

 This method needs a construction of a synthetic spectrum and tries to obtain minimized errors 

between the synthetic spectrum and the actual spectrum. The synthetic spectrum is obtained using 

the approximated formant frequencies. Thus, if the differences between the synthetic spectrum 

and the actual spectrum are very small, the approximated formant frequencies will be close to the 

actual formant frequencies. Analysis-by-synthesis approximations are performed iteratively as 

follows. Firstly, we obtain a rough estimation on formant frequencies. Secondly, using these 
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estimated values, we obtain more accurate values that can reduce the above-mentioned 

differences between the synthetic and the actual spectra. This process is performed using some 

systematic procedures, like dynamic programming. After that, if the spectral distance is still 

larger than a predefined constant, then the second step is repeated. 

Still there are some other techniques that use the combination of the above methods. In doing so, 

these techniques try to avoid the drawbacks of the above methods. The paper presented in [23] is 

one such example, which combines spectral root peak picking and root polishing (this is a 

method that relies on the root extraction method by overcoming the peak merger problems). 

 Currently, still there is another formant extraction technique that tries to minimize the errors 

shown in the above methods called Formant Tracking Using Context-Dependent Phonemic 

Information [14]. The method states that, if text or phoneme transcription of speech utterances is 

available, the error rate can be significantly reduced. The basic idea behind this approach is that 

given the phoneme identity, formant-tracking algorithms can have a better clue of where to look 

for formants. The algorithm consists of three phases: 1) analysis, 2) segmentation and alignment, 

and 3) formant tracking by the Viterbi searching algorithm. 

In this work colea speech analysis tool is used, which is based on spectral peak peaking, to 

extract the formants from the given wave file.  
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Chapter Three 
3. REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS 

3.1 Introduction 

Speech synthesis is one of the most popular research areas in the field of Computer Science. Past 

research results indicate that a lot has been done in the area. Currently, researches in speech 

synthesis are getting more attention by different scholars. 

There are many techniques that are available to handle speech synthesis, but yet hard to find best 

method that satisfies the naturalness of concatenative technique and intelligibility of the Formant 

method. Nowadays, investigations are underway in order to get the advantage of the two [3]. 

In this chapter, we will have a brief look at the three speech synthesis techniques and the 

advantage of one on the other. Then after, the discussion on the different applications of formant 

synthesizers follows. 

3.2 Speech Synthesis Techniques 

Basically, there are three different categories of waveform generation or types of speech 

synthesis: Articulatory Synthesis, Formant Synthesis and Concatenative Synthesis. These 

approaches are used to process the textual input into a sound output [4]. In theory, the most 

accurate method to generate artificial speech is to model the human speech production system 

directly. This method, called Articulatory synthesis, typically involves models of the human 

articulators and vocal cords (parts of the mouth and throat area that moves while speaking). An 

entire text-to-speech system for English that is based on an Articulatory model was created in 
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Japan. The text analysis and pause assignment rules of this system were based on a sophisticated 

parser [17]. This method of synthesizing speech is done by controlling the speech articulators.  

As discussed in [5], a method of control for an articulatory synthesis model  based on the 

optimization approach for motor skill learning developed by Jordan (1988, 1989, 1990) .This 

modified version of Jordan’s sequential network is combined with constraints arising from the 

kinematic properties of the biological system being controlled and the phonological task being 

simulated. Articulatory synthesis holds a promise of high-quality synthesized speech, but due to 

its complexity the potential has not been realized yet [2]. 

The second speech synthesis technique is concatenative synthesis. This method works simply on 

prerecorded samples of natural speech, such as single words, sentences or less [2,3]. This 

concatenation method provides high quality and naturalness on the output, but has a limited 

vocabulary and usually deals with only one voice. The method is very suitable for some 

announcing and information systems applications. However, it is quite clear that we can not 

create a database of all words and common names in the world.  Sami Lemmetty [2] suggested 

that it is even inappropriate to call this as a method of speech synthesis, as it contains only 

recordings. And the target is simply playing on (concatenating) the recorded sounds to generate a 

new speech. Thus, for unrestricted speech synthesis (text-to-speech) we have to use shorter pieces 

of speech signal, such as syllables, phonemes, diphones or even shorter segments. This approach 

usually needs larger memory to store the recorded sounds. The problem is not only in the size of 

the database, but the output from such system is also limited to one speaker and one voice. 
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The third method and the focus of this study is formant synthesis. This speech synthesis is well 

tested for other languages and also was applicable for so many decades. Its applications and 

nature is well discussed in the coming section.  

3.3 Formant Synthesizer  

Formant synthesis is another widely used method to produce synthetic speech [2,14]. 

Experiments introducing the simulation of emotional speech with formant synthesis have already 

shown promising results, which is based on the source-filter-model of speech production. The 

method models only the source of the sound and the formant frequencies, not any physical 

characteristics of the vocal tract. The excitation signal could be either voiced with fundamental 

frequency (F0) or unvoiced noise. A mixed excitation of these two may also be used for voiced 

consonants and some aspiration sounds. The excitation is then gained and filtered with a vocal 

tract filter, which is constructed of resonators similar to the formants of natural speech. 

Formant synthesis uses a set of rules (due to this it is also called rule based synthesis) for 

controlling a highly simplified source-filter model that assumes the source (glottal) is completely 

independent from the filter. As mentioned above, the filter is determined by control parameters 

such as formant frequencies and bandwidths [5]. Each formant is associated with a particular 

resonance of the vocal tract. The source generates either stylized glottal or other pulses for 

periodic sounds and noise. Even if there is a lack on the naturalness of the speech, formant 

synthesis generates highly intelligible speech and has the advantage of a low memory footprint 

and only moderate computational requirements [5]. 

Due to this, a large number of parameters related to both voice source and vocal tract can be 

varied quite freely to produce the required speech. Peter Roach [6] in his little encyclopedia of 
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phonetics described formant based speech analysis as the process of acoustically examining the 

spectrum of individual speech sounds by seeing how much energy is present at different 

frequencies. 

Despite the unnatural character of the output, formant-based speech synthesis can be very reliably 

intelligible. Formant synthesis employs some set of rules to synthesize speech using the formants 

that are the resonance frequencies of the vocal tract. Since the formants constitute the main 

frequencies that make sounds distinct, speech is synthesized using these estimated frequencies 

[5]. Many applications are done by using this technique and some of them are presented in the 

following section. 

3.4 Formant synthesizers for English language 

3.4.1 Stewart’s Formant synthesizer 

The earliest (static) electrical formant synthesizer appears to have been built by Stewart in 1922. 

Two resonant circuits were excited by a buzzer in this device, permitting approximations to static 

vowels sounds by adjusting resonance frequencies to the lowest two natural acoustic resonances 

of the vocal tract (formants) for each vowel [17]. 

The resonance circuits are the one that represent the frequency levels of the vocal tract, by 

adjusting these values he tried to make different combination of the formant frequencies. This 

was possible by connecting and disconnecting the circuits. His idea contributed how it is possible 

to control the formant frequencies and thereby generate vowels for these estimated values. 
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3.4.2 Walter Lawrence's and Gunnar Fant's Formant Synthesizers 

The first formant synthesizer that is dynamically controlled is invented by Lawrence and Fant. 

Even if they developed the same kind of synthesizer, the approach they followed is some what 

different. Lawrence named the synthesizer Parametric Artificial Talker (PAT) and Fant named it 

Orator Verbis Electrics (OVE I) [17]. 

PAT consists of three electronic formant resonators connected in parallel whose inputs were 

either a buzz or noise. A moving glass slide was used to convert painted patterns into six time 

functions to control the three formant frequencies, voicing amplitude, f0, and noise amplitude. 

Later on PAT was modified to have individual formant amplitude controls and a separate circuit 

for fricatives; it was later converted to cascade operation. OVE I, on the other hand, consists of 

formant resonators connected in series, the lowest two of which were varied in frequency by 

movement in two dimensions of a mechanical arm. The amplitude and fo of the voicing source 

were determined by hand-held potentiometers. OVE I had evolved into OVE II, which included a 

separate static branch to simulate nasal murmurs and a special cascade of two formants and one 

antiformant to simulate a simplified approximation to the vocal tract transfer function for 

frication noise excitation. The OVI projects were followed by OVE III and GLOVE at the 

Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan (KTH), Sweden, and the present commercial Infovox system is 

originally descended from these [2]. 

3.4.3 Dennis H.Klatt’s Formant Synthesizer  

Dennis H. Klatt conducted a study on Review of text-to-speech conversion for English [17]. 

Referring the experiment done on the acoustic theory of vowel production showed that, vowels 
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can be represented by an all-pole vocal tract transfer function, and the relative amplitudes of the 

formant peaks can be predicted from knowledge of formant frequencies as long as the vowel is 

not nasalized. This synthesis-by-rule program manipulates formant frequencies as parameters. 

After the development of the first formant synthesizer by Dennis H. Klatt, there are some other 

improvements in the synthesizer by different scholars like by Globe, Cheng and Guérin [16]. 

He used two basic structures in the formant synthesizers, parallel and cascade. A cascade 

formant synthesizer consists of band-pass resonators connected in series and the output of each 

formant resonator is applied to the input of the following one. The cascade structure needs only 

formant frequencies as control information. A parallel formant synthesizer consists of resonators 

connected in parallel. Sometimes, extra resonators for nasals are used. The parallel structure 

enables controlling of bandwidth and gains for each formant individually and thus needs more 

control information [2]. 

The quality of Klatt Formant Synthesizer was very promising and the model has been 

incorporated into several present TTS systems, such as MITalk, DECtalk, Prose-2000, and 

Klattalk [46]. 

3.5 Formant Synthesizer for Finnish 

Laine U. introduced a formant synthesizer for Finnish5 language named SYNTE3 based on 

PARCAS (Parallel-Cascade) model. In the model, presented in Figure 3.1, the transfer function 

of the uniform vocal tract is modeled with two partial transfer functions, each including every 

second formant of the transfer function. Coefficients k1, k2, and k3 are constant and chosen to 

                                                 
5 Finnish Language is one of the Finno-Ugric languages, spoken by people in Finland 
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balance the formant amplitudes in the neutral vowel to keep the gains of parallel branches 

constant for all sounds [2,47]. 

 
Figure 3.1 PARCAS model [2] 

 
 
The PARCAS model uses a total of 16 control parameters: 

• F0 and A0 - fundamental frequency and amplitude of voiced component 

• Fn and Qn - formant frequencies and Q-values (formant frequency / bandwidth) 

• VL and VH - voiced component amplitude, low and high 

• FL and FH - unvoiced component amplitude, low and high 

• QN - Q-value of the nasal formant at 250 Hz 

3.6 Formant Synthesizer for Indian Language 

Formant synthesizers are also developed for other languages like Indian [30]. At the Tata Institute 

of Fundamental Research (TIFR), Furtado and Sen have developed formant synthesizer and 

found promising results. Using the same technique, Agrawal and Stevens have also developed 

formant synthesizer at the Central Electronic Engineering Research Institute, New Delhi. In all 
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the above synthesizers the approach is some how the same. They focus on making speech 

parameters adjustable so as to generate different kinds of sounds. For this they controlled the 

formant frequencies and other acoustic information to synthesize the speech. 

In his research, Sami Lemmetty compared and contrast formant and concatenative methods and it 

is found that the most widely used synthesis method during last decades has been formant 

synthesis [2]. It is also proved that Formant synthesis provides infinite number of sounds which 

makes it more flexible than any other methods [13]. Moreover, formant synthesis does not use 

human speech samples at runtime; the synthesized speech output is created using an acoustic 

model. Parameters such as fundamental frequency, voicing, and noise levels are varied over time 

to create a waveform of artificial speech. 

3.7 Speech Synthesis on Amharic Language 

Even if formant synthesis is not yet tested for Amharic language, it has shown promising results 

in other languages experimental test [2]. Many scientists have chosen to use formant synthesis, 

despite the reduced naturalness, because of its high degree of flexibility and control over acoustic 

parameters. 

There are some works done on speech synthesis for different language locally. TTS system for 

Amharic language by Laine [7], TTS for Afan Oromo by Morka [19], and Diphone based text-to-

speech synthesis system for Tigrigna by Tesfaye [20] are some to list. All the above three works, 

use concatenative approach to synthesize a new speech. A project is also done by Habtamu Taye 

[21] on speech synthesis for Amharic language using the same technique. Even if these works 

have some contribution, speech synthesis on Amharic language has not yet thoroughly explored 

like other languages.  
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As mentioned earlier, the synthesis techniques, used for local languages is concatenative. No 

research is conducted based on the other speech synthesis techniques. This work is possibly the 

first attempt towards the development of the synthesizer for Amharic language using formant 

based approach. 
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Chapter Four�
4 THE AMHARIC LANGUAGE PHONOLOGY 

4.1 Introduction 

Amharic is a Semitic language and the official language of the Federal Government of Ethiopia. 

It is the second most spoken Semitic language in the world, next to Arabic and is estimated to be 

spoken by over 20 million people as their first or second language [29]. Today, it is probably the 

second largest language in Ethiopia (after Oromigna, a Cushitic language) and possibly one of the 

five largest languages on the African continent. Amharic uses a unique script, which has 

originated from ancient language, the Ge’ez alphabet, which is the liturgical language of the 

Ethiopian Orthodox Church. Written Ge’ez can be traced back to at least the 4th century AD. The 

first versions of the language included consonants only, while the characters in later versions 

represent consonant-vowel (CV) phoneme pairs [18].  

Amharic script has 33 core characters and of each 32 of them are consonants having seven orders 

to show the seven vowels. Out of the seven derivatives six of them are CV (Consonant vowel) 

combinations while the sixth is the consonant itself [31]. Other symbols representing 

labialization, numerals, and punctuation marks are also available.  

Since the Amharic language is phonetic, it is really important to deal with the phonology of the 

language.  This provides us a better insight to explore ideas that are directly related to this. 

Despite the large number of speakers, the language has very few computational linguistic 

resources. This has a direct impact specially to implement research works that are done so far and 

to be done also in the future. Speech synthesis for Amharic language is one of those areas that are 
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not well explored. Even if this paper targets on speech synthesis for Amharic vowels, it will 

discuss related issues which are important for the research work. We look at the Amharic 

alphabets and the phonology of the language in the coming two sections. Following this, there is 

a discussion on the broad categories of the Amharic sound: vowels and consonants. 

4.2 The Amharic Alphabets 

As mentioned earlier, the Amharic alphabet contains 33 basic forms and each basic form has six 

different forms depending on the vowels. Although it is a Semitic language like Hebrew and 

Arabic, its writing is a syllabic left-to-right script.  In addition to the alphabets, Amharic also has 

its own numbers (twenty symbols) and its own punctuation system with eight symbols [32]. 

The basic Amharic alphabets are shown in Table 4.1 with their derived forms. They are organized 

in the form of 33 rows by 7 columns table. Characters in the first column are called First (First 

order), the remaining columns are also label as: Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth and Seventh 

according to their position in the table. Another naming system is still available. The first column 

characters are called Ge’ez (�����that is to say first in Ge’ez. Similarly the remaining characters 

are named as Ka’ib (���), Sali’s �������Rab’i ������ Hami’s ������ Sadi’s ����� and 

Sab’i ����) respectively [33]. 

 

. 
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Table 4.1 Amharic alphabets with their seven orders. 

 

 

 

 

  

First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh 
� � � � �   ! 
" # $ % & � ' 
( ) * + , - . 
/ 0 1 2 3 � 4 
5 6 7 8 9 : ; 
< = � � > ? @ 
A B C � D � E 
F G H I J K L 
M N O P Q R S 
� T U V W � X 
Y Z [ \ ] 
 ^ 
_ ` a b c d e 
f g h i j k l 
m n o p q r s 
t u v w x y z 
� { 	 | } ~ � 
� � � � � � � 
� � � � � � � 
� � � � � � � 
� � � � � � � 
� � � � � � � 
�   ¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ 
¦ § ¨  © ª � 
« ¬  ® ¯ � ° 
± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ · 
¸ ¹ º » ¼ � ½ 
¾� ¿� À� Á� Â� Ã� Ä�
Å� Æ� Ç� È� É� Ê� Ë�
Ì� Í� Î� Ï� Ð� �� Ñ�
Ò� Ó� Ô� Õ� Ö� ×� Ø�
Ù� Ú� Û� Ü� Ý� Þ� ß�
à� á� â� ã� ä� �� å�
æ� ç� è� é� ê� ë� ì�
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4.3 Phonology of the Amharic Word 

Phonology is the study of the distribution and patterning of speech sounds in a language and of 

the tacit rules governing pronunciation [6]. In phonology, phoneme is the fundamental unit that 

describes how speech conveys linguistic meaning. The phoneme represents a class of sounds that 

convey the same meaning. The meaning of a word is dependant on the phoneme that it contains 

[7]. But, all the letters of the Amharic script are not necessary for the pronunciation patterns of 

the spoken language; some were simply inherited from Ge’ez without having any semantic or 

phonetic distinction in modern Amharic. There are many cases where numerous symbols are used 

to denote a single phoneme, as well as words that have extremely different orthographic form and 

slightly distinct phonetics, but with the same meaning [18]. For example, the Amharic characters 

�, (� and� f� have different orthographic form, but still having the same meaning and 

representing the same phoneme. But, in Ge’ez there are cases where to use which symbol as it 

brings difference in its meaning. Generally, the Amharic phonemes are formed from two broad 

categories: vowels and consonants.  Semi-vowels are considered to be part of consonants [32]. 

4.3.1 Vowels 

Vowels are the class of sound, which make the least obstruction to the flow of air. The tongue 

shape and positioning in the oral cavity do not form a major constriction of air flow during vowel 

articulation [8]. However, variations of tongue placement give each vowel its distinct character 

by changing the resonance, just as different sizes and shapes of bottles give rise to different 

acoustic effects when struck. This also determines the length of the vowel to be produced [34]. 

The primary energy entering the pharyngeal and oral cavities in vowel production vibrates at the 

fundamental frequency. The major resonances of the oral and pharyngeal cavities for vowels are 
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called formants. The formants are usually labeled as F1, F2, etc – first formant, second formant 

and so on. They are determined by tongue placement and oral tract shape in vowels, and they 

determine the characteristic timbre or quality of the vowel.  

As explained above, the relation of formants is important on the nature of the vowel to be 

produced. In addition to this, it determines the quality of the vowel [22]. But, the shape of the 

complete vocal tract is the one that determines the spectral outcome in a complex, nonlinear 

fashion. Generally, F1 corresponds to the back or pharyngeal portion of the cavity, while F2 is 

determined more by the size and shape of the oral portion, forward of the major tongue extrusion. 

This makes intuitive sense - the cavity from the glottis to the tongue extrusion is longer than the 

forward part of the oral cavity, thus we would expect its resonance to be lower.  

The tongue is the main articulator in the mouth to determine the nature of the vowel. The position 

of the tongue’s surface is manipulated by large and powerful muscles in its root, which move it as 

a whole within the mouth. The linguistically important dimensions of tongue positions are 

generally in the ranges [front ⇔ back] and [high ⇔ low].  This variation can be felt while 

speaking different words.  

Though the tongue hump is the major actor in vowel articulation, other articulators come into 

play as well. The most important secondary vowel mechanism for Amharic language is lip 

rounding. Say mentally, or whisper, the Amharic word “Seru” /��/ which means they worked.  

Your lips begin to round out, ending in a more puckered position. The word contains the Amharic 

vowel /{/ at the end of the utterance associated with /��. Consider another word like 

“Mere”/� �/ that is to say a Leader, when you say /	í� of� í��� your lips will become flat, 

opened, and somewhat spread. So depending on the position of the lip the Amharic vowels (���
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{��	��|��}��~��and��) are broadly categorized into rounded ({��and��) and unrounded 

(|��}��~��	��and �).  

Out of the 33 basic forms, two of them represent vowels in isolation (� and �) [18]. In this paper 

we consider the Alfa-A/�/ and its variation while considering the Amharic vowels.  And these 

vowels are found with a combination of each consonant in CV (Consonant Vowel) manner. Six 

of them have this CV combination while the seventh is the consonant itself [31]. 

  C/e /    C/ u/   C/ ii/    C/ a/    C/ie/   C   C/ o/  

From the above representation, we can see that the sixth order in the orthographic symbols, 

which do not have any vowel unit associated to it in the written form (CV transcription of the 

orthographic form), may associate the vowel /ix/ in its spoken form, which has important role 

during syllabification of the word in the language which allows splitting impermissible consonant 

clusters. Even if it may have different representation in some other literatures [9], in this work we 

preferably follow the transliteration presented in [31]. Table 4.2 shows the Amharic constants 

//í�and�í�í with their associated vowels.  

Table 4.2       The Amharic consonants with the vowels 

 

         

 

Order 
 

1st

  
2nd

  
3r d

  
4th

  
5th 6th 7th 

     V 
C 

e u ii a ie ix o 

 
���

 /�0� 1� 2� 3� �� 4�

���� �� T� U� V� W� �� X�
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The IPA (International Phonetic Association- responsible for standardizing representation of the 

sounds of spoken language) defines a vowel as a sound, which occurs at a syllable center. A chart 

depicting the Amharic vowels in the IPA representation is shown Figure 4.1 [31]. The IPA maps 

the vowels according to the position of the tongue. The vertical axis of the chart is mapped by 

vowel height. Vowels pronounced with the tongue lowered are at the bottom, and vowels 

pronounced with the tongue raised are at the top. For example, /�/-[a] (as the [a] in ‘Beal"/���/) 

is at the bottom because the tongue is lowered in this position. However, [ix] (said as the vowel 

in "Enat"/~p
/) is at the top because the sound is said with the tongue raised to the roof of the 

mouth. 

In a similar fashion, the horizontal axis of the chart is determined by vowel backness. Vowels 

with the tongue moved towards the front of the mouth (such as the [ie] vowel in "Bet") are to the 

left in the chart, while those in which it is moved to the back (such as  the vowel [o] in 

"Sost"/E�
/) are placed to the right in the chart.  As mentioned earlier, in places where vowels 

are paired, the right represents a rounded vowel (in which the lips are rounded) while the left is 

its unrounded counterpart. The central vowels are also considered to be unrounded.           

    

 

Figure 4.1 IPA maps of the Amharic vowels [31] 
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4.3.2 Consonants 

Consonants, as opposed to vowels, are characterized by significant constriction or obstruction in 

the pharyngeal and/or oral cavities [8]. Some consonants are voiced; others are not. Many 

consonants occur in pairs, that is, they share the same configuration of articulators, and one 

member of the pair additionally has voicing which the other lacks. Out of the 33 basic forms 31 

of them are consonants. They follow the CV pairs to generate the derived forms. 

Consonants involve constrictions, or gestures that narrow the vocal tract at a particular point [45]. 

Most consonants use only one constriction, but some have more than one. In order to fully 

describe a consonant sound, we need to describe each constriction as well as some other 

properties of the vocal tract. For this, there are parameters of a constriction gesture that shows the 

degree of constriction and how one consonant is different from the other. These parameters are 

described in terms of active articulator (articulator that moves to make the constriction), passive 

articulator (the articulator that the active articulator touches or approaches), degree of constriction 

(how close the active and passive articulators get to each other), and laterality (sounds that have 

airflow along the sides of the tongue). 

There are other parameters that do not apply to a particular constriction, but to the consonant as a 

whole. These are:  

1. State of the glottis: are the vocal cords open?  

2. Nasality: Is air escaping through the nose?  

3. Airstream mechanism: How is the flow of air being produced?  
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Answering each of these questions about the state of the vocal tract is enough to uniquely identify 

any consonant. If two consonants are different, they must differ in their answers for at least one 

of these questions. Together, the active and passive articulators are often referred to as the place 

of articulation (POA). The other parameters are often lumped together and referred to as manner 

of articulation. The active articulator usually moves in order to make the constriction. The 

passive articulator usually just sits there and gets approached. Amharic consonants are generally 

classified as stops, fricatives, nasals, liquids, and semi-vowels in their manner of articulation and 

as labial, dental, Palatal, Velar, and glottal based on their place of articulation [9]. 

As mentioned above, place of articulation refers to the place where the narrowing occurs - which 

active articulator gets close to which passive articulator. And this is expressed in constriction 

degree, which refers to how close they get. In Stops, the active articulator touches the passive 

articulator and completely cuts off the airflow through the mouth. Amharic stops include / ë/ [p], 

/ �/ [k] and / 
/ [t]. The other manner of articulation is fricative, here the active articulator does 

not touch the passive articulator, but gets close enough that the airflow through the opening 

becomes turbulent. Amharic fricatives include / �/ [f], /�/[s], and /K/[sx]. 

Nasal consonants /�/ [m], /r/[n] and /y/ [ ] are a mixed bag: the oral cavity has significant 

constriction (by the tongue or lips), yet the voicing is continuous, like that of the sonorant6, 

because, with the velar flap open, air passes freely through the nasal cavity, maintaining a 

pressure differential across the glottis. Liquids /�/ [l] and /?/ [r] are also sonorant and are quite 

vowel-like. In fact, it may become syllabic or act entirely as vowels in certain positions, such as 

the /�/ at the end of “Kifile”/���/. Phones that typically have voicing without complete 

                                                 
6 Sonorant sounds are those that have continuous voicing. Liquids, gilds and vowels are sonorant  
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obstruction or narrowing of the vocal tract are called semivowels. In Amharic, they are usually 

grouped with consonants [18,45].They named so because they function in a similar way to 

consonants but is phonetically similar to vowels: In Amharic, for example, the sounds / �/ [w] 

and / 	/ [y](as found in /weha/ ”�
“ and /Yemita/ ’	�� ’) are of this type. The term semivowel 

has been in use for a long time for such sounds, though it is not a very helpful or meaningful 

name. The term approximant is more often used today, meaning that the tongue approaches the 

top of the oral cavity, but does not completely contact so as to obstruct the air flow [8]. 

A sound's place of articulation is usually named by using the Latin adjective for the active 

articulator (ending with an "o") followed by the Latin adjective for the passive articulator [45]. 

For example, a sound where the tongue tip (the "apex") approaches or touches the upper teeth is 

called an "apico-dental". Most of the common combinations of active and passive articulator 

have abbreviated names (usually leaving out the active half). So we simply say dental rather than 

apico-dental.  

The Dental sound involves the upper teeth as the passive articulator. The active articulator may 

be either the tongue tip or (usually) the tongue blade [8]. In Amharic, dental sounds include /
/ 

[t] and /�/ [d]. The Labial consonants have their major constriction at the lips. This includes / 

ë/ [p], /�/ [b] (these two differ only by manner of articulation), /�/ [m] and /�/ [f]. Palatal 

consonants have approximation or constriction on or near the roof of the mouth, called the palate. 

The members include / d/ [c] and /¶ / [j] [31]. 

Velar consonants bring the articulator (generally the back of the tongue), up to the rearmost top 

area of the oral cavity, near the velar flap [8]. In Amharic, the velar sounds include /�/[k], /�/[g] 

,and /R/[q]. The last group of Amharic place of articulation is the Glottal. Actually, it is not 
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strictly a place of articulation, but they had to put it in the chart somewhere. Glottal sounds are 

made in the larynx. For the glottal stop, the vocal cords close momentarily and cut off all airflow 

through the vocal tract. Amharic uses the glottal stop in the utterance, for which we need some 

sort of repetition of what is said by some one or it also serves during surprising movement. The 

sounds are represented by /~/ [ax] and / /[h]. In [h], the vocal cords are open, but close enough 

together that air passing between them creates friction noise. Table 4.3 shows the phonetic 

representation of the consonants [9]. 

Table 4.3 Categories of the Amharic consonants (adopted from [31]) 

Manner of 
Art/n 

Voicing                            Place of Articulation 

Labials Alveolar Palatals Velars Labiovelar Glottal 

Stops Voiceless p ë t 
   k � kx î ax � 

Voiced b � d �   g � gx ï   

Glottalized px � tx Ã   q R qx ð   

Fricative Voiceless f � s � sx K     h   

Voiced v ñ z � zx ¤       

Glottalized   xx ×       hx ò 

Affricative Voiceless     c d       

Voiced     j ¶       

Glottalized     cx Ê       

Nasals Voiced m � n r         

Liquids Voiced   l �         

  r ?         

Glides  w �   y ª       
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4.3.3 Amharic Prosodic Labeling (Transcription) 

The other important issue in relation to vowels is to study how to transcribe Amharic words. 

Transcription is to produce phonetic representation of a given word. As mentioned earlier, in 

Amharic writing system the vowels are found masked with the consonants. They are important to 

make variation in meaning for each consonant in the seven orders.  One of the means to find out 

the vowels is to label each character word based on its prosodic information. For example, in 

Amharic word “Seru” /��/ there is no vowel at all in the writing system, but still there are two 

vowels( ��/e/ and�{�/u/) ,one in each character, embedded in the two consonants.  But, if the 

vowels are appeared to be in the word, they will be written in the transcription with the same 

vowel without any addition. Table 4.4 shows the transcription of some Amharic words. Here 

also, as discussed before, the sixth orthographic symbols do not have any vowel associated to 

them. Based on Table 4.4, we simply write their consonantal parts without any vowel following. 

Look at the end of “Tsehay” and “Hager”. 

Table 4.4 Amharic words with their transcription 

  

 

 

 

 

 

No Amharic Word      The Transcription 

1 “Tsehay”/Ù(ªí      xx   e    h    e    y 

2 “Hager”/�¸?í       h     e    g     e    r 

3 “Bet”/W
í       b     ie    t 

4 “Tselye”/Ò"¦í       xx   e   l    e     y    e 

5 “Economy”/�	�s1í        ii    k   o    n    o    m    ii 
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In Amharic, there are some characters which have different orthographic representation but still 

have the same sound. In writing the transcription, we will follow the same sound pattern for all 

redundant characters. As you can see in Table 4.4 /Ùí� in� íÙ(ªí� and� íÒí� in� íÒ"¦í� have 

different representation but still have the same sound pattern and transcription. This holds true for 

all the redundant characters in the Amharic character set [32]. 

For Amharic language, before transcription is made the transliteration (representation of an 

alphabet with letters from a different alphabet) of each character is made by using the ASCII 

value of each of the character.  The complete list of this transliteration is available in Appendix A. 

When we write phonetic transcription it is conventional to use brackets at the beginning and end 

of the item or passage to indicate the nature of the symbols. Usually, square brackets are used to 

represent the phonetic transcription.  
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Chapter Five����

5 MODEL OF AMHARIC VOWEL SYNTHESIZER 

5.1 Introduction 

In chapter four a look at some of the basic features of the Amharic language to be taken into 

consideration before designing the model of the Amharic vowel synthesizer (AVS) are discussed. 

This chapter gives the detail description of the model designed for this thesis work. The model is 

different from the speech synthesis technique implemented for local languages so far, in that it 

uses a different synthesis approach. The speech synthesizer that is discussed in this chapter uses 

formants (parameters) of a given speech to synthesize the required speech.  

The next section deals with the aim as to why to develop such a synthesizer. Section 5.3 

discusses the design and development approach followed in this work. The architecture of the 

new model for the text analysis, speech analysis and speech synthesis are presented, in section 

5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 respectively. 

5.2 Design goal of the synthesizer 

Recall from the previous chapters that a speech synthesizer developed by concatenation of speech 

units requires high memory and also lacks flexibility. Specially, while trying to describe different 

emotions, the use of such a system is questionable as it allows only limited control over voice 

parameters. It will be also very hard to model the intensity of an emotion with such kind of 

technique. 
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The following section discusses the basic goals that should be achieved when designing the 

Amharic Vowels Synthesizer. 

5.2.1 High Flexibility 

One of the main reasons of designing formant synthesizer is to have greater flexibility. In our 

database, we are not going to store speech units for synthesizing another speech. First, the wave 

type of the speech will be stored. In Amharic since the vowels are found embedded with the 

consonants, then, the speech file will be segmented into different phonetic units. From these 

smaller units parameters of a word utterance will be extracted and stored. The inventories in this 

work hold vowels from different contexts. The extracted speech parameters will be stored in the 

appropriate inventory to be used during synthesis. Changing the values stored in the database 

during run time, enables us to have greater flexibility on the speech to be synthesized. 

The high potential in flexibility is important in modeling emotional expressivity. The strength in 

the emotion can be attained by simply adjusting the required parameters. A given vowel could 

have different intensity depending on the preceding and succeeding information. AVS provides 

this capability for the speech to be synthesized. 

5.2.2  Low Memory Footprint 

As discussed in the previous section, we do not need to store the speech wave form fragment in 

the memory for synthesizing the vowels. For languages like Amharic, which do not have any 

standard corpora available, formant synthesizer is the best option. In formant synthesis, we just 

store the parameters extracted from the wave files rather than storing smaller speech units. So, we 

need by far very less memory area as storage for the parameters.  
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5.2.3 Moderate Computational Cost 

As discussed in the above sections, there are no actual snippets of recorded speech that are cut 

from recordings and stored in an inventory as waveforms. We simply have parameters of the 

wave files. Among the parameters, the formant frequencies (F1, F2, and F3), the fundamental 

bandwidths (B1, B2, and B3), the fundamental frequency and the pitch period are the most 

important ones. While synthesizing a new speech, we just search for the values of the above 

parameters, which are stored in a text file. The synthesizer will have these parameters as input. So 

searching for the parameters and synthesizing the speech takes moderate computational cost than 

other speech synthesizing techniques. 

5.3  Design and Development Approach 

To design the model of the AVS, the following important issues are taken into consideration. 

First and for most, collection of the Amharic text corpora preparation is made. Finding Amharic 

electronic text corpora was a challenge at the first stage of this study. But, communication with 

different scholars has made it possible. A great care is taken while collecting the texts, which are 

thought to be important for extracting the required vowels. By not limiting the domain it is tried 

to get a random selection of the Amharic words that can be considered to be representative, to 

model the system. Two ways are followed to perform the aforementioned task. The first 

mechanism is to collect words that hold the vowels in their written form. But, this was a bit 

difficult, usually, it is easy to get vowels at the beginning and middle of a given word, but hard to 

find them at end of a word. So the second approach followed to get the vowels is, segmentation 

of the given word and identify (extract) the vowels embedded in the consonants. 
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After collecting a sufficient representative sample of the text files (five hundred words), the 

speech database of the words is prepared. Extraction of features, representation of the extracted 

features, training, and testing is made accordingly on the collected speech file. 

5.4  System Architecture 

Currently, there are many techniques that are used to synthesize speech artificially. Most of these 

techniques use small units, like phonemes, of the speech to synthesize artificial speech. But a 

given phoneme can not have the same sound when it appears in different context of a given word. 

For example, if you take the vowels found in the word “Africa” [a f r ii k a] (the transcription of 

Amharic words is discussed in section 5.5), [a] at the beginning and [a] at the end of the word do 

not have same context (neighboring) information. This difference brings about a variation in the 

acoustic parameters generate from the text.  Indirectly, this has an impact on the speech to be 

synthesized. So, one should ask how to synthesize a given vowel from different contexts of a 

given word.  

In this work, the mechanism of synthesizing vowels from different contexts is presented.  This is 

made possible by best selection of parameters in a given context.  A specific vowel can, 

therefore, not be expected to have the same utterance in different contexts.  To address these 

issues the architecture of the system is modeled into analysis and synthesis phase.  The analysis 

phase is divided into two: text analysis and speech analysis as shown in Figure 5.1. Once the 

analysis phase is over the synthesis follows. Each of theses phases are discussed in the following 

sections. 
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Figure 5.1 Block diagram of the analysis phase 
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5.5 Text Analysis 

To achieve a more natural voice quality for the vowels, one must take more contexts of a word 

into account. The position of the vowels in different contexts usually leads to the variation in 

pronunciation. To handle this variation, we have to get information about the vowels and the 

surrounding phonemes. The first step towards this is, to perform the transcription of the given 

word. While handling the transcription, two phoneme contexts from the left and two phoneme 

contexts from the right of the target vowel are considered.  The seven vowels inventories are then 

stored separately to minimize the computation during training and testing. The transcription 

conducted in the manner shown in Table 5.1 

Table 5.1 Transcription of Amharic words with target vowel 

Word Transcription Pprevious Previous Target Vowel Next Nnext 

“Elama”/	%2/ ii l a m a # # ii l a 

“Fetseme”/àÙ// f e xx e me e xx e m e 

“Seate”/A�
/ s e a t s e a t # 

“duka”/¬�/ d u k a # d u k a 

“Gubae”/¹V}/ g u b a ie b a ie # # 

“Ebet”/~W
/ ix b ie t # # ix b ie 

 

In the above table, # denotes null values, where we do not have any context parameter at that 

point. For instance, in the first row the word “Elama”/	%2/ has three vowels [ii], [a] in the 

middle and the same [a] at the end of the transcription. The target vowel [ii] does not have any 

succeeding parameter. So, for such cases we assign # for that particular context.  See Appendix B 
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for sample context parameters of each of the seven vowels. In the appendix, the first column 

belongs to the file name of each of the features in the inventory and the target vowel is not 

included in the transcription. The target vowel is between the two contexts. 

The other issue is the possibility of having more than one vowel in a given word. For example, in 

the word “Elama”/	%2/, [ii] is the target vowel as shown in the table. But still we can take the 

same word repeatedly taking the first [a] or the last [a] as a target vowel. The context information 

they have is different, so they will be stored separately.  

Since we have stored the seven vowels separately in our inventory, we do not need any target 

value for the actual work to be written in the transcription. For the files in a given vowel 

directory, the target vowel is the same for all. During run time, the input text looks for the 

appropriate transcription from these files. The appropriate parameters of the “best” matching 

transcription will be passed to the synthesizer. 

The data collected is divided into two: 80% for training and 20% for testing by using simple 

random sampling method. The training data is fed to CART (Classification And Regression Tree) 

for learning the best context unit from the training based on the context in the text input. CART is 

the most practical and commonly used technique in machine learning, with experience and 

inductive [40,48]. Trees are built for each of the seven vowels using CART. 

During run time, the vowel under consideration searches for the appropriate context information 

from the transcription inventory using CART. This requires identification of the specific vowel 

inventory cluster, selection of appropriate context from the inventory that best suit the vowel to 

be synthesized and selection of the synthesis parameters. 
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5.6  Speech Analysis 

There are two basic activities in this part: cutting off the required vowel from the spoken word 

and extraction of the formant frequencies. The speech analysis process is majorly conducted by 

using colea tool [43].  The segmentation process for the vowels is conducted manually by looking 

at the time wave and listening to the segmented phoneme. Even if hand segmentation is usually 

closer to the correct value, it is labor intensive. 

5.6.1  Speech Database Preparation and Segmentation 

Five hundred isolated Amharic words and digit strings spoken by twelve Amharic speakers 

recorded using colea (A speech analysis tool that is used for recording) and 800 vowels are 

extracted from these words from different contexts. For each word, the speaker reads the word 

and it will be recorded. And, verified that the recorded file accurately reflects the spoken word. 

We tried to record the samples in area with low background noise. But, sometimes the 

electromagnetic noise generated by the computer gets added to the recorded signal.  

While recording the speech, there are four parameters that are required to be filled for each wave 

file. These are the sampling frequency, the duration of the recorded segment (in secs), the number 

of bits used, and the filename of the recorded speech. For this work, sampling rate of 22,050 Hz, 

wave duration of 2secs, and quantitative level of 16 are taken. The recorded file is saved in 

Microsoft .wav format. 

The target vowels can be extracted in two ways from the recorded speech. In the first case, the 

vowels are recorded separately without any association with other words. But, this contributes a 

pin nut when compared to the total amount of data required (we will get seven wave files for the 
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seven vowels). The second and the most important way of collecting the vowels is by segmenting 

the vowels from previously recorded wave files. Again, here we have two possible options, in the 

first case the vowels may be found in the written form without association to any consonant at the 

beginning, in the middle or at the end of a given word. And we can some how easily segment the 

vowel from the whole word. The second possibility is well discussed in chapter 4. Every 

consonant in Amharic word, except the sixth orthographic character have vowels embedded into 

them, to give a different meaning. So, the associated vowel can be segmented from the time wave 

of the word. While handling the segmentation process, we have to listen to the segmented vowel 

for its correctness. 

Usually, there is a possibility of having more than one vowel in a given word. But, it will have 

different values depending on the context it appears in the word.  For example, in the word 

“Africa” /����/ there are three vowels.  The character /�í�holds the� first vowel [a]/��/, the 

second character /�í�is a consonant and has no vowel associated to it. The third character /�/ has 

the second vowel [ii]/�	/ and the last vowel is found in the character�í�í� which has the vowel 

[a] /�/. The wave from of the word /����/, /a  f  r  ii  k  a / is shown in the Figure 5.2 .Due to 

the absence of any Amharic transcription tool, all the labeling is done manually. But, it is also 

advisable to use hand-labeling than automatically labeling for the sake of accuracy [14]. 

However, the size of the data should also be taken into consideration. 
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Figure 5.2 The time wave form of the word “Africa” /����/ 

So, from time wave form “Africa” /����/, the three vowels are cut off and saved separately 

with a different file name in Microsoft .wav format. One of the three vowels [ii], is shown in time 

wave formant cascaded with the whole word in the Figure 5.3.  The above part shows the time 

wave form of vowel [ii], which is segmented from the whole word and the bottom one is the 

original time wave form of the word “Africa” /����/. 
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Figure 5.3 The time wave form of vowel [ii] segmented from the word “Africa”. 

5.6.2 Feature (Parameter) Extraction 

The fundamental process in speech synthesis is feature extraction. In our work, the most 

important features are the formant frequencies (F1, F2, and F3). The question here is how can we 

extract these frequencies from continuously changing speech signal? The solution for this is to 

consider the wave to be stationary within appropriate time frame. When analysis is performed on 

a “segment-by-segment" basis, useful information about the construction of an utterance can be 

obtained. Since our ear cannot respond to very fast change of speech data content, we normally 

cut the speech data into frames before analysis.  

Hence, we typically window a speech signal before analysis is made. This means, we cut out a 

small section of the signal. In this work, we have taken the frame (window) size to be 20ms [43]. 
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Windowing can be seen as multiplying signal by a window which is zero everywhere except for 

the region of interest, where it is one [36]. Since we pretend that our signals are infinite, we can 

discard all of the resulting zeros and concentrate on just the windowed portion of the signal. 

When the window has a pattern of zeros and ones it is known as a rectangular window because 

of its shape. One problem with this kind of window is, the abrupt change at the edge, which can 

cause distortion in the signal being analyzed (in fact any windowing operation causes distortion, 

since the signal is being modified by the window). To reduce this distortion we often use a 

smoother window shape called a Hamming window. This window is zero at the edges and rises 

gradually to be 1 in the middle. When this window is used, the edges of the signal are de-

emphasized and the edge effects are reduced.  

It is important to use a Hamming (or the similar Hanning window) in some kinds of analysis, 

particularly in the frequency domain methods [36]. In the colea tool, we have used the hamming 

window to extract the formant frequencies. For many time domain methods the rectangular 

window is preferable.  

Extraction of the formant frequencies is done by using the colea speech analysis tool. By using 

the same tool, we can get other information like the spectrogram, the fundamental frequency, the 

pitch, the power spectral magnitude and so on. For the vowel [ii] in “Africa “, we can see the LP 

(Linear Predictive) coefficient analysis of the vowel by taking a 10ms window near the starting 

position of the vowel. In addition, we can see the formant frequencies (F1, F2, and F3) and 

formant amplitudes as well. To change the size of the window (frame size), it needs only 

adjusting the duration in the control window. 
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To extract the required parameters, first the speech units are divided into short frames (20 ms) of 

samples. Then the speech signal is analyzed through a "time window" to obtain a spectral 

representation of the unit. Parameterization of successive frames adequately models the speech if 

the frames are short compared to vocal tract motion. The first three formant frequencies are 

adequate to re-synthesize the vowels [44]. The value of the formant frequencies and the duration 

will be saved in another text file under c:/colea. Figure 5.4 shows the three formant frequencies. 

F1 is at the bottom (with yellow color), F2 in the middle (with red) and F3 is at the top (with 

purple) of the figure. The LPC parameters are dependent on the sampling frequency taken.  In 

this work, we have used the sampling rate to be 22050Hz and LPC order of 16. 

 

Figure 5.4 The first three formant frequencies of the vowel [ii] in Africa 
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Since we have fixed the duration to be 20ms, the formants will be displayed in every 20ms 

interval as shown in the Table 5.2.  

 Table 5.2    Formant frequencies of the vowel [ii] in Africa 

 

 

 

The vowels [ii] without association to any word will have the formant frequencies in a vector 

form as shown in Table 5.3. 

 Table 5.3 The first three formant frequencies of the vowel [ii] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T(msec) F1(Hz) F2(Hz) F3(Hz) 

1.00 1882.075 2613.815 3619.727 

21.00 1962.998 3450.721 3619.727 

t(msec)  F1(Hz)  F2(Hz)  F3(Hz) 

  1.00 782.009 2085.088 3498.011 

 21.00 531.507 2119.634 3238.978 

 41.00 499.733 2189.044 3382.979 

 61.00 703.253 2216.850 3460.566 

 81.00 767.100 2401.063 3077.789 

101.00 689.069 2251.003 2970.818 

121.00 708.173 1995.014 2868.697 

141.00 658.702 2360.708 2815.260 

161.00 691.957 1859.352 2743.884 

181.00 955.296 2478.253 2743.884 

201.00 718.497 2018.268 2883.880 

221.00 1975.063 2018.268 2883.880 
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From our discussion in the source filter model of section 2.3, we know that formant frequencies 

are the resonance of the vocal tract. The shape of the vocal tract changes when there is a 

constriction. Accordingly, the peaks of the vocal tract shift their position. For a given utterance, 

the vocal tract will have particular shape. So, the change in the position of the peaks of the 

resonance will result in the change in the vowel to be produced. 

Thus, it is important to see how the same vowel from different contexts will have different 

values. For the example mentioned above, the first vowel [a] in Africa has completely different 

parameters from the last vowel [a] in the same word Africa. This is true for the rest of the vowels 

as well. The averages of the first three formant frequencies of different vowels are shown in 

Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4 Formant values of vowels in different words. 

   

 

 

 

 

As seen in the above table, the same kinds of vowels have different formant frequencies. This 

variation in the formant frequencies will lead to the production of the same kind of vowel from 

differ contexts. This is the interesting point of the formant synthesis. Understanding how context 

information is very important to the sound generated during synthesis process. That is the reason 

Word Transcription F1(Hz) F2(Hz) F3(Hz) 

“Africa” /����/ [ a f r ii k a] 511.1085 1006.28 3245.793 

“Africa”/����/ [a f r ii k  a] 316.322 1285.214 2839.2587 

“Tseble”/Ù��í [xx e b e l] 451.811 1248.588 2669.232 

“Tseble”/Ù��í [xx e b e l] 363.25 1319.667 2626.388 

“Efedre”/	ä��/ [ii f ie d r ii] 229.997 2506.307 3208.094 

“Efedre”/	ä��/ [ii f ie d r ii] 248.338 2075.886 3153.482 
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for taking more contexts from the target vowel and that is how flexibility in formant synthesis is 

achieved.  Moreover, when we consider more contexts from the target vowel, we obtain better 

information about the vowel.  

In Table 5.3, for the vowel [a] in “Africa” /����/ we have greater formant values (F1 and F2) 

than that of [a] at the end. In the first [a], the vocal tracts gets open freely and gets constrained by 

the consonant [f] following, which is fricative and has less impact on the shape of the vocal tract. 

In fricatives, the active articulator does not touch the passive, but gets close enough that the 

airflow through the opening becomes turbulent. Due to lesser constriction that is made during the 

transition, the consonant [f] has less impact on the peaks of the resonance of the vowel preceding. 

But, in the second case, the consonant [k] is grouped in stops. In stops, the active articulator 

touches the passive articulator and completely cuts off the airflow through the mouth. This 

creates high constriction in the vocal tract. So, this will have an influence on the formants of the 

succeeding vowel [a].  

When the contexts are consonants, they have more power to change the parameters of the target 

vowel than followed by vowels. This is due to the greater constriction in the mouth part and the 

vocal tract while speaking consonants. The vocal tract changes its position for consonants and 

come back to its original position for the following vowel. There are influences on the formants 

of the vowel succeeding.  

Generally, when vowels are connected to the voiced consonants, there will be a change in the 

formants due to the coarticulation effect. Only voiced sounds are considered for contextual 

effects because formants are not well defined for unvoiced sounds [14]. 
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Table 5.5 The first three formants of the Amharic vowels 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The average formant frequencies of the seven Amharic vowels are shown in Table 5.5. These 

formant frequencies are obtained only by speaking the vowels without association to other words, 

just as shown in Table 5.3. The window size taken is 20ms for each. The difference in the value 

of the formants came due the change in position of the tongue while speaking the vowels. 

For all the speech files we have recorded, the formant frequencies along with the duration are 

extracted and placed in a text file as shown in Table 5.3.  But, for synthesis purpose, the time 

duration in which the formants are extracted is not important for us. Only the three formants are 

stored in the form of matrix along rows and columns. 

Apart from the formant frequencies, there are additional acoustic phonetic parameters that are 

important to synthesize the speech. The fundamental frequency, formant bandwidths and the 

pitch period of each formant peak play an important role in the simulation of the vowel.   The 

relevance of these parameters in the sonification of highly-dimensional data is well discussed in 

Vowel F1(Hz) F2(Hz) F3(Hz) 

[e] 450.6888 1590.569 3209.335 

[u] 325.5535 835.7179 3034.945 

[ii] 907.7509 2317.564 3098.937 

[a] 1035.433 2760.714 3555.525 

[ie] 406.7655 2100.54 2909.244 

[ix] 403.9335 1794.153 2724.934 

[o] 500.6804 889.4097 2907.731 
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[37] and [38]. For example, by mapping the data to the amplitudes and bandwidths of the formant 

peaks in a vowel sound, distinct vowel-like sounds will be produced for different data points.  

The formant bandwidth is the next important parameter to be considered. Bandwidth is nothing 

but called the resolving power of a spectrum, referring to the width of the frequency bands that 

each point in frequency represents [36]. A large bandwidth implies few points in the spectrum 

and hence poor resolution in frequency; a small bandwidth implies many points in the spectrum 

and good resolution in frequency. And sounds with a large bandwidth are louder than those with 

a narrow bandwidth even if they have the same energy.  

We have used the resonance factor 0.1 (Bi=10%Fi) to get the formant bandwidth of the formant 

frequencies [39,44].  The formant frequencies and formant bandwidth values of the vowel [ii] in 

“Africa” is shown in Table 5.6. 

      Table 5.6 Formant frequencies and the respective bandwidth of vowel [ii] in “Africa” 

 

 

 

 

In addition to the formant frequencies and the formant bandwidths, the pitch (the fundamental 

frequency) is another important parameter that should serve as input to the formant synthesizer. 

The pitch is directly related to the vibration frequency of the vocal cords in the throat. The pitch 

value is specific to each individual. This value corresponds to the natural tone of our voice. Men 

have a pitch value located somewhere around 120 Hz, and women around 220 Hz. From its 

average value, the pitch varies during an utterance as people can change their voice from deep to 

t(msec) F1 B1 F2 B2 F3 B3 

1.00 1882.075 188.207 2613.815 261.381 3619.72 361.972 

21.00 1962.998 196.299 3450.721 345.072 3619.72 361.972 
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high-pitched. Typically, the pitch value of a man can range from 50 Hz to 250 Hz, and for a 

woman, from 120 Hz to 480 Hz. In our case, we have taken the formant frequency 100Hz for 

men and 200Hz for women. 

The sampling frequency and the duration can be adjusted during synthesis depending on the 

requirement. For this work, we have taken the frame size 20ms and 8,000Hz sampling frequency.  

Once the text and speech analysis are over and all the required parameters are stored in the 

database, the next step is to synthesize the vowels by using the available information in the 

inventory. The detail discussion on the synthesis follows in the next section. 

5.7 Amharic Vowel Synthesis 

Our synthesis phase consists of three major parts, transcription of the input, decision tree based 

selection, and the formant synthesizer.  

5.7.1 Transcription of the Input  

The first step in the synthesis process is to identify in what context the vowel is to be synthesized. 

If we are going to provide the vowel from a given word then we need to find the transcription of 

the word so that the contexts of the vowel are easily identified. Once the contexts of the vowels 

are identified, we need to search for the best matching feature from our transcription inventory 

using CART.  Next, we need to find the acoustic features of the selected feature from our 

database. The formant synthesizer getting these features will synthesize the required speech. The 

general system architecture of the synthesis process is shown in Figure 5.5.  
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Figure 5.5 The Amharic Vowel Synthesizer 

Sometimes, there is a possibility of having the same kinds of vowels in different contexts in a 

given word. To handle such issues, we have to explicitly tell which vowel we need to synthesis 

from what context. Let us look at the following example. 

Problem: to synthesize last vowel [ii]�í	í in the word “Economy”/�	�s1ó�

�

  Synthesized Vowel 

 
 

                       Vowel with context 

Select a file with 
“best” match 
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Formant 
Parameters 

Get acoustic parameters  
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Solution: 

Note that the last vowel [ii] is embedded in /1í��so it is better to have the complete transcription 

of the word,  

 “Economy” /�	�s1í��     [ii    k   o    n    o    m    ii] 

Now, our target vowel is the last one in the transcription, our input feature to be searched will 

have the following pattern: 

    Pprevious previous target next nnext 

        o       m   ii   #   # 

But, if our interest is to synthesis the first [ii]�í	í the feature to be searched will be: 

 Pprevious previous target next nnext 

 #     #   ii  k   O 

So, the aforementioned cases can be considered as two separate features for the synthesizer. But, 

we have null values for the preceding parameters of the second [ii] and the succeeding parameters 

of the first [ii]�í	í. 

5.7.2 Decision Tree Based Target Searching 

Once the input data is transcribed and selection of the feature that correspond to the input feature 

is made, the next task is searching of the acoustic parameters to synthesize the new speech. We 

used the popular classification and regression tool, CART (Classification And Regression), for 
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selection of the best matching feature. The method has been successfully used in classifying and 

selection of the best parameters of the input feature. The tree itself contains yes/no questions 

about features and ultimately provides either a probability distribution, when predicting 

categorical values (classification tree), or a mean and standard deviation when predicting 

continuous values (regression tree) [41]. 

Decision trees are probabilistic classifiers that sort the instances in the learning data by binary 

questions about the attributes that the instances have. It starts at the root node and continues to 

ask questions about the attribute of the instance down the tree until a leaf node is reached. The 

decision tree algorithm selects the best attribute and question to be asked about that attribute at 

each node. In our work, the attributes are the contexts of the target vowel.  The selection is based 

on what attribute and question about it divide the learning data so that it gives the best predictive 

value for the classification. When the tree has reached the leaf nodes, the probability about the 

class distribution of all instances in the corresponding branch is calculated, which is used as 

predictors for new unseen test data [40].  

A tree need not be automatically constructed; CART trees have the advantage over some other 

automatic training methods, such as neural networks and linear regression, in that their output is 

more readable and often understandable by humans [41]. Importantly, this makes it possible to 

modify them manually when required. Moreover, CART is fairly efficient to train, and can 

produce relatively compact models. But, it typically requires some work on the part of the user to 

manage the data into a format that can be used to train the models. All the transcription of the 

training and testing data are done before providing them to the CART machine. 
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The selection of the node splitting questions is based on an information-theoretic criterion called 

entropy, which is a measure of how much information some data contains [41]. In the decision 

tree, entropy can be measured by looking at how pure the resulting subsets of a split are, i.e. if a 

subset contains only one class it is purest, and the opposite, the largest impurity is ,hence, when 

all classes are equally mixed in the subset. Since the vowels are trained separately, we do not 

have to put the target vowels for the CART machine. If there is any repetition in the training data 

for the parameters, then our entropy will be different from 0 and our perplexity (a measure of the 

difficulty of a language as reflected by the language model) will increase. The true data has the 

lowest possible perplexity. If our data is 100% correct, a data without any redundant information, 

we will get the entropy to be 0 and the perplexity 1.  

Let us see briefly how the CART predicts the appropriate features of a target vowel using the 

corresponding feature vector.  

Suppose, we have the word “Tsehay”/Ù(ª/ described by the following transcription (feature 

vector): 

                      xx      e     h    a    y 

Now, we want to synthesize the vowel [a], which is found between [h] and [y]. From our 

previous discussion, we know that we have to take two contexts from the left and two contexts 

from the right taking [a] as the target vowel. So, our aim is to get a feature from the train data that 

satisfies the condition shown below (the target vowel is omitted). 

                       e      h     y      # 

Now, the assumption is, searching will be conducted only in the inventory, which has [a] as a 

target value but filled with different context parameters. Context match test of for the target 
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vowel will be done by asking questions to the root nodes. For instance for the right descendant of 

the root node (next) is checked by the question: Is next y? It will assign 0 if it did not match and 1 

for correct match. Order of the question does not matter, it may start from the left node. The point 

is, whether the feature under question matches or not. Then, it will go to the next, which is next 

of next and ask: Is nnext #? Then assign a value 0 or 1 depending on the result. For the left 

context also, it will perform the task again (for previous and pprevious). Finally, the one with the 

best match will be selected from the available data.  When there is no file that exactly match to 

the input file, the tree decides the file with next higher context match. The general flow of the 

activity is shown in Figure 5.6 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 5.6 Flow chart of Amharic vowel Synthesizer 

Synthesize the vowel 

Get acoustic parameters of the inventory 
 

Select best matching training inventory  

Identify the contexts of the vowel 
 

Perform the transcription 

Identify the vowel to be synthesized 
 

Read the input text 
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As shown in Figure 5.6, once the best matching file is identified from the transcription inventory, 

we pass the acoustic parameters of the inventory selected to the synthesizer in order to generate 

the required vowel.  

5.7.3 Amharic Vowels Synthesizer (AVS) 

Recall from our discussion in chapter two that formant synthesis uses a set of rules for controlling 

a highly simplified source-filter model that assumes that the (glottal) source is completely 

independent from the filter. The filter is determined by control parameters such as formant 

frequencies and bandwidths. And in our speech analysis discussion, section 5.5, we have 

extracted and generated some of the input parameters. We fed these parameters to the AVS that 

generates the speech waveform for presentation to the user. The implementation of the Amharic 

Vowel Synthesizer is attached in Appendix C. 

The synthesizer needs the formant parameters of the feature stored in the inventory. As we 

discussed earlier, the formants are stored in the form of vector having three columns representing 

the three formant frequencies (F1, F2, and F3) and n rows for the number of frames. The number 

of rows, differ from file to file, it will at least will have 1 and go up to 100 of lines of formants. 

Then the vector will be reshaped into a matrix to be accessed in the code. For each of the 

formants, it will generate the formant Bandwidths in vector form, which has the same size as that 

of the format frequencies.  

We took a 20ms size frame and sampling rate of 8000Hz. The product of the frame duration and 

the sampling rate, will give us the total number of frames within that duration, needed to 

synthesize the speech.  Based on the total number of frames, we need to create an array of the 
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same size to populate the output of the synthesizer. For male speakers, we took the fundamental 

frequency to be 100Hz and for women 200Hz. 

For speech processing, we want to assume the signal is short-time stationary and we perform a 

Fast Fourier transform on these small blocks. Using a Fourier transform, it is possible to 

represent any function, even non- periodic ones, as a sum of (periodic) sinusoids (which can not 

be further decomposed). This enables us to reproduce the signal by a window function that is zero 

outside some defined range. The formants what we found are in fact the frequency-domain 

representation of sinusoids at integer multiples of the fundamental frequency, called harmonics, 

or harmonic partials [42]. This is how the impulse train works, discussed in chapter 2. The 

impulse train of a signal S[n] for every interval time interval of N can be expressed as: 

 S[n] = 1        multiples of N  

                            0       otherwise                                        -2N     N        0        N      2N   

Figure 5.7 an impulse train for interval N 

To convert the time domain signal, which is a sequence of real numbers, into a complex 

frequency domain representation, we have used Z-transform.  The z-transform is a generalization 

of the Fourier transform. The z-transform (H(z)) of a digital signal h[n] is defined as: 

  �

�������������������

where z is a complex variable and, the Fourier transform of h[n] equals its z-transform evaluated 

at z=ejw. Fourier transform is used to plot the filter’s frequency response, and the z-transform to 

analyze more general filter characteristics, given its polynomial functional form [8]. 
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Since Eq. (5.1) is an infinite sum, it is not guaranteed to exist. A sufficient condition for 

convergence is: 

   �

�������������������

which is true only for a Region of Convergence (ROC) in the complex z-plane. 

After obtaining the radius, z, the angular radius w and the pole locations (j), we pass these to the 

transform functions. From our discussion in transform function in chapter two, we know that, if 

the coefficients of the transfer function are obtained, it is possible to synthesize a signal. This 

synthesized signal will be accumulated for each vector values of the formant frequencies and the 

formant bandwidth. Finally, the output of the synthesizer will be written in .wav formant to the 

directory provided. We can get the signal of the synthesized speech for studying the pattern of the 

synthesized speech. For instance, for synthesized vowel [ii] /	íof “Ethiopia”/	
��/, the 

signal looks like the one shown in Figure 5.8. 

 

Figure 5.8 The signal generated for vowel [ii] in Ethiopia”/	
��/ 
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Chapter Six����

6 EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION 

6.1 Introduction 

A series of experiments is conducted in order to assess the quality of the synthesized speech. To 

test the performance of the system, vowels from different contexts are included. We have 

extracted the acoustic information of the vowels and stored separately for each of the seven 

amharic vowels. Perception test is made on the synthesized vowels from different contexts. 

Experimental results show that, synthesizing vowels using the acoustic parameters of the vowel 

provides high flexibility for the sound to be synthesized. 

6.2 Methods 

Two phase tests are conducted in this work. The first test for the transcription is made by using 

the CART machince. The next and the important one is test for the quality of the synthesized 

speech. MOS (Mean Opinion Score) is used to test the output of the synthesized speech. Each 

one of them are discussed as follows. 

����� �����	
������������	

Features extracted from each of the words were fed into CART decision tree algorithm from EST 

(Edinburgh speech tools library) [41]. The CART technique uses both statistical learning and 

expert knowledge to construct binary decision trees, formulated as a set of ordered yes-no 

questions about the features in the data. The best predictions based on the training data are stored 

in the leaf nodes of the CART. 
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In the most basic forms of the tree building algorithm, a fully exhaustive classification of all 

samples would be achieved. The objective is to build a classification/regression tree that will be 

most suitable for new unseen samples. The most basic method to achieve this is not to build a full 

tree but require that there are at least n samples in a partition before a question split is considered. 

It is referred to as the stop value; A stop value of 1 is used in this work. In addition to CART in 

this study, Wagon, a CART implementation from the Edinburgh Speech Tools package, is used. 

����� ���	���
�����������	

Speech synthesis systems are evaluated by human listeners. The main goal of this evaluation test, 

which was designed according to existing methods for evaluations of the TTS-systems, is to 

determine how much of the spoken output one can understand. It is tried to test the intelligibility 

and quality of the system by preparing questionnaire, found in Appendix G 

The first part of the questionnaire is, to listen to 12 different vowel sounds and identify which 

Amharic vowel is said and write down on a sheet. It was believed that the test will give 

information of the intelligibility of the system. 

The second part contains fifteen pairs of words (selected based on their intonation), which hold 

vowels in different contexts. The participants heard one vowel at a time and marked on the 

answer sheet the word that they thought hold the vowel. 

The third part is to evaluate the system with respect to naturalness, sound quality, pronunciation 

and intelligibility. The participants are asked questions about these aspects and evaluated how 

well the voice performs. 
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In this work, rating of how good the synthesized utterances are determined by MOS (Mean 

Opinion Score) using a scale from 1-5. Individuals from different age group participated in the 

evaluation. Some of them are aware of synthetic speech and some of them are not. Both groups 

are allowed to listen to the speech produced and assigned values for ratings. The group consists 

of 12 people and the distribution is shown in Table 6.1.  

Table 6.1 Age distribution of the listeners 

Group 15-25 26-35 36-45 45+ Total 

Experienced 1 3 2 1 7 

Non-Experienced 1 2 1 1 5 

Total 2 5 3 2 12 

 

6.3 Procedure 

In order to assess the quality of our current system, a subjective test was performed. Vowels are 

selected that belong to the seven Amharic vowels and have different context information. For 

each vowel, the transcription is made and the information is passed to the CART machine to 

select the best feature parameter. A separate tree is built for each of the vowels type. A full 

discussion how wagon tool is used is found in [41].  

 At the first step of wagon a description file of the training data will be generated. A sample 

output of this work can be found in Appendix D. The description data consists of a parenthesized 

list of feature descriptions. Each feature description consists of the feature name and its type 

(and/or possible values).  
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Tree is constructed by using the training data and the description file. From the tree it is possible 

to see the performance of the training data on the test data. Sample tree generated is available in 

Appendix E.  

The final step is to test the tree generated by CART by using the test data. For this, the test data 

that is taken from the corpus (20%) will be provided. The output for the seven vowels is stored in 

a separate inventory. This output file holds parameters that are predicted by the CART for the test 

data against the training data.  

The CART tree first tries to select a feature that exactly matches to the input file. If there is no 

feature with exact much, another file with best match to the input file will be selected. If exact 

match is not found, the CART machine searches for the three contexts matched and one the 

context to be with any other value. The selection by the CART continues in this manner until it 

reaches to the leaf (last node). To evaluate the performance of this selection process, we wrote a 

matlab code found in Appendix F. The results found are also shown in Table 6.2  

While constructing the tree, if there are two different features with the same context information 

then the data will have non-zero entropy. To avoid this problem we can withdraw one of the two 

files and replace it by another. The zero values in the tree show that the tree is pure. This manual 

intervention is important to avoid the problem that may occur during synthesis. 

Once the output from the wagon tree is found, the file will be an input to the formant synthesizer. 

The synthesizer produces a new speech for the input file. Individuals are selected to listen to the 

generated speech and allowed to give a score. 
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6.4 Tests and Evaluation Results 

 As discussed before, the system is evaluated in two phases: The first test is to evaluate the 

selection made by the wagon tool and the second is to test the quality of the synthesized speech.  

The first test is conducted by using the output from training data and the test data. The output 

features are found when we test the CART by the test data. The comparison is made by taking six 

contextual parameters for each of the vowels as shown in Table 6.2. 

 
Table 6.2 Match test between the output and test data 

 
                 
 

 

 

 

 

 Where 

Full Fully matched 

LR1 Fully left matched and immediate right matched 
RL1 Fully right matched and immediate left matched 

Left Only left matched 

Right Only right context matched 

Neighbor  Preceding and Succeeding contexts matched 

L or R Left or Right context matched 

 

Vowel Full LR1 RL1 Left Right Neighbor L or R 

e 58.82 58.82 70.58 70.58 70.58 82.35 82.35 

u 46.15 46.15 53.84 69.23 76.92 53.84 100 

ii 41.17 52.94 64.7 70.56 88.23 76.47 94.11 

a 42.85 47.6 61.9 80.95 66.66 76.19 95.23 

ie 42.85 42.85 61.9 47.6 85.71 61.9 90.4 

ix 66.66 77.77 66.66 88.88 72.22 83.33 94.44 

o 40 46.66 53.33 53.33 80 60 86.66 
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From the above table, it is very clear that, nearly half of the outputs from the training data match 

exactly the test data.  If one of the contexts in the test data is not the same as that of the output 

data, then there is an increase in the number of features. As the number of contexts that match 

gets less and less, then there is a high possibility of finding more options. When we take the right 

or left context match, the higher number of parameters will be found. The problem here is, as the 

context match gets less and less, the quality that could be synthesized may not sound as expected. 

So preferably, it is better to increase the number of the exact matches. To make this possible, we 

need to have enough amount of corpus. As a result, when the training data has a high possibility 

of resemblance to the test data, there is a great possibility of getting a quality sound. 

����� ������	
����	����������
��	���	

The first test that is conducted in this work is perception test. In this test, segmented vowels from 

different contexts are synthesized and provided as a question to the listeners. The listeners 

identify the vowel synthesized and write the name of the vowel in the answer sheet. The test is 

conducted in two phases. Since the vowels have very short duration in the first testing, most of 

the listeners found it hard to identify the vowel. But, in the second test, most of the listeners have 

shown an improvement. Twelve vowels are provided for each of the listeners and the percentages 

of the vowels that are correctly understood by the listeners are shown in Table 6.3. 

Even if listener 6 and 7 scored the least in the first test (73.33%), they have improved it in the 

second test. And only one listener (subject 12) identified all the vowels correctly. During the first 

round of the perception test, 84.68% of the vowels were correctly recognized and 93.01% is 

achieved in the second listening. On average 88.85% of the vowels are identified in this test.  
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Table 6.3 Perception test for listening 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the second test, the number of error has been minimized, as the listeners are able to identify 

the confusing vowels. Only listener 11 and 12 achieved the same result in both of the tests. And 

listener 6 and 7, who are new for synthetic sound, scored the least result of all the listeners in the 

first round. From the questionnaires’ result it was seen that, out of the vowels given for the 

listeners, vowel [o] is highly recognized by most of the listeners. Graphically the result found in 

Table 6.3 is shown in Figure 6.1. 

Subject 
First 

Listening 
Second 

Listening Average 

1 86.66% 93.3% 89.98% 

2 80% 86.66% 83.33% 

3 86.66% 96.3% 91.48% 

4 80% 86.66% 83.33% 

5 93.3% 100% 96.65% 

6 73.33% 86.66% 79.99% 

7 73.33% 93.33% 83.33% 

8 80% 86.66% 83.33% 

9 96.3% 100% 98.15% 

10 73.33% 93.33% 83.33% 

11 93.33% 93.33% 93.33% 

12 100% 100% 100% 

Average 84.68% 93.01% 88.85% 
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  Figure 6.1 Perception of the vowels 

����� ������	
����	�����������	��	����������	

This test has 7 different words in pair and vowels are extracted from one of the two words.  The 

listeners after hearing the vowel mark the word on the questionnaire from which they thought the 

vowels are extracted from. The percentages of the results are calculated for each of the listeners.  

Listener 8 has scored the least result in and listener 12 has scored the highest in this test. Except 

for listener 2 and listener 5 there is an improvement in the second test for all the listeners. Still 

listener 6 scored the least of all the listeners. Figure 6.2 shows the results obtained for this test. 

 

Figure 6.2 Perception of vowels context 
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Regarding the question whether the voice is good to listen to or not, 33.33% considered the voice 

natural, 50% of them thought that the naturalness of the voice was acceptable and 16.66 % 

considered the voice unnatural. From the result shown in Table 6.4 it is clear that half of the 

listeners found it to be ok and none of the listeners (0%) found it to be very natural or very 

unnatural.  In general the outputs were acceptable by most of the listeners.  

Table 6.4 Naturalness of the sound 

Scale No of Subjects Percentage 
Very natural 0 0% 
Natural 4 33.33% 
Ok 6 50% 
Unnatural 2 16.66% 
Very Unnatural 0 0% 
Total 12 100% 

����� ����� ���
	�

The listeners are asked the question for this part about the quality of the sound. The following 

results are obtained. 41.66% considered the voice has good quality; 33.33% thought the sound 

quality of the voice was neither bad nor good and the remaining 8.33% considered that the sound 

quality of the system is some how fair to listen. From Table 6.5 we can conclude that the quality 

of the sound is acceptable by most of the listeners. And none of them said it to be bad to listen. 

Table 6.5 Quality of the sound 

Scale No of Subjects Percentage 
Very good 2 16.66% 
Good 5 41.66% 
Neither Good nor Bad 4 33.33% 
Fair 1 8.33% 
Bad 0 0% 
Total 12 100% 
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In this part of the test, we tried to ask participants the concentration they made while identifying 

the vowel. 8.33% of them, which is a single individual, made high concentration, 41.66% of them 

made some concentration, equal number of listeners concentrate little and only 1 individual 

required no concentration. Look at Table 6.6. The most problematic letters in this test were vowel 

[ie] and [e]. Most of the listeners needed some concentration to identify these vowels. 

Table 6.6 The concentration needed to listen the vowel 

Scale No of Subjects Percentage 
A lot of Concentration 1 8.33% 
Some Concentration 5 41.66% 
Little Concentration 5 41.66% 
No Concentration 1 8.33% 
Total 12 100% 

����� &���
'
(
�
	�"#�������
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As it is shown in the Table 6.7, the vowels were good enough to be understood for most of the 

listeners, which is 58.33% of the total and none of the listeners found it be hard to understand. 

For two of the listeners the vowels were easy to be understood and none of them said the vowels 

are hard to be identified. Generally, Except for one individual the vowels were not difficult. 

Table 6.7 Level of difficultly of the vowels 

Scale No of Subjects Percentage 
Very Hard 0 0% 
Hard 1 8.33% 
Neither Hard Nor Easy 2 16.66% 
Easy 7 58.33% 
Very Easy 2 16.66% 
Total 12 100% 
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6.5 Summary 

The evaluation results obtained in section 6.4 ensured that there is high possibility of 

synthesizing vowels if the parameters are taken appropriately. By selecting the best features from 

the database, the synthesizer produced the vowel for a given context. Even if the experiment is 

conducted on a small scale, the results obtained are promising. When the size of speech database 

is increasing, the formant synthesizer is able to produce natural speech with high flexibility and 

intelligibility. Actually, it is tried to collect the vowels from all possible contexts. 

There were some challenges while handling this research work. The first and the most difficult 

one was finding enough corpus that could hold vowels from different contexts. The lack of large 

electronic Amharic corpora is still one of the obstacles in the Amharic TTS building process. 

Such corpora would have been used both at the initial recording script preparation and at the 

preselection process. When the available data increase there is a high possibility that the CART 

machine selects best matching parameters than shown in the experimental results. It would have 

also been possible to generate a better speech than shown in this work. The availability of such a 

database will certainly help in the development process of Amharic TTS systems both at the 

industrial and at the research institutes. 

For this work, listeners from different group are chosen to evaluate the system. The results from 

the analysis showed that, most of the time listeners get confused in the first instant of the test. 

But, through repetitions, it is observed that there was a high tendency in answering the questions 

correctly. As we can see in the perception test of the first experiment, listeners score better results 

on the second test than the first one. 
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The scores obtained in the test of naturalness, quality and intelligibility are also promising. With 

data we have at hand, it was possible to generate a vowel from different contexts. It was possible 

to generate any vowel from any given context, whether it is associated with other words or found 

separately in the given word. 

While conducting the testing, some of the listeners were not familiar to the Amharic 

transcription. At the initial stage, it was a bit challenging to let them be aware on how to find 

vowels from a given word (character). This has put some challenge to identify vowels, which are 

embedded in the consonants. But, after enough explanation on the issue, most of them were able 

to hear what vowel is uttered by the synthesizer. 
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Chapter Seven�

7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The speech synthesis module of a TTS system is the component that generates the waveform. 

This wave generation can be made by using different techniques. One of the most popular 

methods of generating speech is formant based synthesis, which some times called synthesis by 

rule.  It uses a set of rules to modify the pitch, formant frequency, the formant bandwidth and so 

on. It only depends on the acoustic parameters of speech file to synthesize the wave. There is no 

need of wave file to be stored in the database.  

Even if speech synthesis has a history of many years, it could not still meet the demands of 

human beings in different areas. The lack of utilization of the system is, due to high memory 

requirement and computational power. This is arisen due to the storage of the speech units in the 

database. The way out for this problem is to design a technique that require low memory size but 

provide greater flexibility to the synthetic speech. To this end, formant synthesis is the solution 

for the aforementioned problem. 

In this research work, a synthesizer is developed that produces vowels according to their context 

in a given word. The technique models the human speech production system in the form of 

source and filter, in which the source is completely independent from the filter. The source is 

identified by the air flow through the vocal and the filter represents the resonance of the vocal 

tract, which are also called the formant that changes from time to time. The resonance is due to 

the constriction of the vocal tract while generating different sounds. 
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The resonance is the most important parameter in formant synthesis. The work started by 

extraction of this and other parameters like formant bandwidth, fundamental frequency and pitch 

period from any speech file. And, apply these parameters for synthesizing the artificial speech. 

In this work, a synthesizer is developed that generates Amharic vowels from different contexts. 

The general structure of the system is divided into two parts, analysis and synthesis. The analysis 

part is also carried out in two phases. In the first part, transcription of the input word is done. 

Every word that comes to the system should be transcribed to find out the contexts of the vowel. 

In the second part of the analysis phase, recording of the speech and extraction of the acoustic 

features from the wave files is made. Before extraction of the features, appropriate labeling 

should be carried out. All the prosodic labeling is done manually. Although it is tiresome, hand 

labeling is usually preferable than automatic labeling for its accuracy [35]. 

In the synthesis phase, first we need to identify in what context the vowel should be synthesized. 

Transcription may be applied to find contexts of the target vowel. Next, selection of best 

contextual parameters for the target vowel is made from the text inventory.  This is done by the 

most popular classification and regression tool known as CART. The output from the CART tree 

along with the speech parameters is fed to the formant synthesizer to generate the required vowel. 

A matlab code is written to synthesize the sound 

Finally, the system is evaluated by a formal perceptual test (called MOS). Participants had to rate 

utterances spoken in different contexts. The result from the test indicates that formant synthesizer 

provides high flexibility due to the potential of adjusting any of the acoustic parameters during 

run time. This potential has enabled us to produce vowels from different contexts.  
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In this study, a system is developed that generates vowels from a given context, by best selection 

of parameters from the decision tree. This is just the first attempt towards using formant based 

speech synthesis method for Amharic vowels. Using this technique we are able to produce 

vowels from different contexts. Unlike to the concatenative method, we don’t need to store the 

speech units in the database rather only speech parameters are stored to synthesize the new 

speech. This provides greater flexibility on the sound to be produced. Still, there are some works 

to be done in the future to develop this work into a full fledged system and acquire better results 

than this.  

Future works: 

• In this research work, formant synthesis is used only for Amharic vowels, and 

consonants are not considered. But, during our study, it is tried to synthesize some of 

the Amharic consonants and found promising results. So, there is a need to fill this gap 

to make the system fully functional. 

•  In this work, selection of best parameters made by the CART tree and the speech 

parameters extracted by colea passed to the speech synthesizers separately. Integrating 

the two inputs of the formant synthesizer can be taken as a project work in the future. 

• There is no standard Amharic corpus to serve such kinds of researches. One can 

engage in preparation of standard corpus for Amharic language that is important for 

speech synthesis and speech recognition processes. Usually, there is a tendency that the 

amount of training data to have an impact on the overall performance of the system. 
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Appendix A: (I- X NOTAION) Amharic Phonetic List, IPA 
Equivalence and its ASCII Transliteration Table  
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Appendix B: Sample context features of vowels 

For target vowel [e]/����/ 

e1_ageze # g z e 
e2_ageze g z # # 
e_adele a d l e 
e_afena a f n a 
e_eden ie d n # 
e_editer ii t r # 
e_ende n d # # 
e_ewinet w n t # 
e_hed ie d # # 
e_qome o m # # 
e_seid # s ii d 
e_teliko # t l ix 
e_tsafe a f # # 
e_umer u m r # 
e1_tsebel # xx b e 
e2_tsebel e b l # 
e_beale         # b a l 
e_endezih        ix d z h 
e_hulet u l t # 
e_leqso         # l q s 
e_malefia        a l f ii 
e_medilo         # m d l 
e_meliket        # m l ix 
e_sebat          # s b a 
e_tsebel  # xx b e 
e_netsa # n xx a 
e_tsegur         # xx g r 
e_wegesha        # w g ie 
e2_entsanet      e xx n e 
e_emnet    m n t # 
e_metu           # m t u 
e_agency a j n c 
e_arebia a r b ii 
e_maerege ix r g # 
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For target vowel [u]/{{{{/ 

u_ayeru e r # # 
u_demtsu m xx # # 
u_echu ix cx # # 
u_ehitu h t # # 
u_ergitu g t # # 
u_eyuel # ii ie l 
u_metu e t # # 
u_seatu a t # # 
u_ukren # # k r 
u_urgesa # # r g 
u_urgi # # r g 
u1_uuta # # u t 
u2_uuta # u t a 
u_bezu e z # # 
u_duka # d k a 
u_gubaie # g b a 
u_hulet # h l e 
u_nuro # n r o 
u_sadula a d l a 
u_setun s t n # 
u_subae # s b a 
u_uragay # # r a 
u_zuriya # z r ii 
u_buna # b n a 
u_nitsuh n xx h # 
u_samuel a m ie l 
u_tsegur e g r # 
u_leukan # l k a 
u_geuze # g z # 
u_chucu # c c u 
u_duqet # d k ii 
u_erube ix r b # 
u_leuke # l k # 
u_metu e t # # 
u_neuse # n s # 
u_jengurgur n g r g 
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For target vowel [ii]/				/ 

ii_ebrahime # # b r 
ii1_efedre # # f ie 
ii_emperial # # m p 
ii_institute # # n s 
ii_etaliy # # t a 
ii2_efdre # # f ie 
ii_adagi a g # # 
ii_addis a d d ii 
ii_akadame a m # # 
ii_amche e  c # # 
ii_america ie r c a 
ii_awaki a k # # 
ii_editer ie d t e 
ii_egad # # g a 
ii_elama # # l a 
ii_emam # # m a 
ii_ensurance # # n s 
ii_eran # # r a 
ii_eyuel # # y u 
ii_ezana # # z a 
ii_kalsi l s # # 
ii_odio o d y o 
ii_original o r g n 
ii_seid s e d # 
ii_semi s m # # 
ii_urgi r g # # 
ii_agency n c # # 
ii_bariya a r y a 
ii_bela # b l a 
ii_ellibabur #  # l ii 
ii_endezhie e z h # 
ii_eraqi # # r a 
ii_ermias r m y a 
ii_esayas #  # s a 
ii_esebeawi # # s e 
ii_ethiopia #  # t y 
ii_gibe g b # # 
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For target vowel [a]/||||/    

a2_africa ii c # # 
a_aimero # # ix m 
a_araya # # r a 
a_egeza g z # # 
a_ehadege ii h d ie 
a_ensurance u r n s 
a_esirate s r t # 
a_esmael s m ie l 
a_eta ix t # # 
a_ewkina q n # # 
a_ezia ii y # # 
a_moa m o # # 
a_sahile # s h l 
a_urgesa ie s # # 
a_usman s m n # 
a1_malefia # m l e 
a_eyasu          ii y s u 
a2_jantila      t l # # 
a_armias         ii y s # 
a_asebe         # # s e 
a_baide          # b ix d 
a_bela           e l # # 
a_daniel         # d n ie 
a_duka           u k # # 
a_edari          ix d r ii 
a_enbelta        l t # # 
a_endiyaw        ii y w # 
a_endgida        g d # # 
a_ermija         m j # # 
a_esayas         ii s y a 
a_esrael         s r ie l 
a1_bariya        # b r ii 
a2_esayas        a y s # 
a_amest          # # m s 
a_jantila        # j n t 
a_sebat          e b t # 
a_wegesha        ie sx # # 
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For target vowel [ie]/}}}}/ 

ie1_ephreme # # f r 
ie_agere g r # # 
ie_airport # # r p 
ie_akime q m # # 
ie_america a m r c 
ie_ayne y n # # 
ie_bete # b t ie 
ie_bufe b f # # 
ie_debtere t r # # 
ie_eden # # d e 
ie_editer # # d ii 
ie_ehadeg a d g # 
ie_elizabeth # # l z 
ie_elshadaye # # l s 
ie_emperial ii p r ii 
ie_internet r n t # 
ie_esmael m a l # 
ie_expert # # k s 
ie_hed # # d e 
ie_heje h j # # 
ie_mensia n s # # 
ie_operation p r sx n 
ie_radio # r d  ii 
ie_ukren k r n # 
ie_urael r a  l # 
ie_urgesa r g s a 
ie_wendime d  m # # 
ie # # # # 
ie_agency # # g e 
ie_ebete ix b t # 
ie_edme d m # # 
ie_egzitibtion   # # g z 
ie_emete ix m t ie 
ie_enhihe n d # # 
ie_hizkiel z k l # 
ie_meche e cx # # 
ie_ogade         a d # # 
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For target vowel [ix]/~~~~/ 

ix_aimero # a m r 
ix_echu # # cx u 
ix_efoyta # # f o 
ix_eiza # # z ii 
ix_ehitu # # h t 
ix_ejig # # j g 
ix_eka # # k a 
ix_ekide # # k d 
ix_elete # # l e 
ix_ensisatu # # n s 
ix_eta # # t a 
ix_etotu # # t o 
ix_ewinete # # w n 
ix_ezihu # # z ii 
ix_lailay l a l a 
ix_semaitat m a t a 
ix_teliko e l k o 
ix_yaikob y a k o 
ix # # # # 
ix_baied b a d # 
ix_ebakhe # # b a 
ix_ebete # # b ie 
ix_edme # # d m 
ix_endiaw # # n d 
ix_engida # # n g 
ix_erken # # r k 
ix_ermija # # r m 
ix_esat # # s a 
ix_eser # #  s r 
ix_eske # # s k 
ix_meleikte e l k t 
ix_aimero #  a m r 
ix_bire # b r # 
ix_teizaz # t  z a 
ix_enbelta # # n b 
ix_englize # # n g 
ix_enjera # # n j 
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For Target Vowel [o]/����/ 
 
o_honual # h n o 
o1_odio # # d ii 
o2_honual o n a l 
o_odio d ii # # 
o_aimero m r # # 
o_airport r p r t 
o_asafero f r # # 
o_asro s r # # 
o_astwatsio a xx # # 
o_atsneot xx n t # 
o_awaiko w k # # 
o_dabo a b # # 
o_etotu ix t t u 
o_feligo l g # # 
o_omedad # # m ie 
o1_omo # # m o 
o_operation # # p  e 
o_optical # # p t 
o_original # # r ii 
o_orthodox # # r t 
o_oxfam # # k s 
o_qome # q m ie 
o_seol s ii l # 
o_simion ix m o n 
o_taot t a t # 
o_yaikob ix k b # 
o # # # # 
o_seteyo t y # # 
o_economy c n m ii 
o2_oromo o r m o 
o3_oromo o m # # 
o_atsenio xx n # # 
o_eyob ii y b # 
o_medilo d l # # 
o2_economy ii c n o 
o_noro # n r o 
o_ogade # # g a 
o_teswio xx w # # 
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Appendix C: Implementation of the Amharic Vowel Synthesizer 

      filename = input('Enter file name: ','s'); 

      clc;                                          %clears the command window 

      close all;                                                    

      clear all;                                    %Clear variables and functions from memory 

   %--------------------------------------------  

   % Read the file to get the formants(F1,F2,F3) 

   %-------------------------------------------- 

     fid = fopen(filename,'r');                % Open the text file for reading with file pointer fid 

     first = fgets(fid);                               % In this case, scan in the first line and ignore 

     [F,count] = fscanf(fid, '%f%f%f');          % Scan the data into a vector 

    F = reshape(F,3,count/3).';                   % Reshape the vector into a matrix 

%------------------------------------------- 

   % Set the other parameters 

  %------------------------------------------- 

   Q=0.1;                                            %the resonance factor 

   B=F*Q;                                         %the bandwidth in vector form 

  frameDuration   =   0.02;            % duration of each frame 

  sf =   8000;                                    %The sampling rate 

 FrameSamples    =   sf*frameDuration;           % number of samples 

 [nrows,ncols]=size(F);                                      %Finds the rows and the columns 

 output = zeros(1, FrameSamples*nrows);       %output signal 
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 y = zeros(1, FrameSamples);                          %create an array of zeros 

 start = 1;                                    %Set a counter for the number of frames 

 f0 =100;                                            % pitch (Fundamental Frequency) 

 w0T = 2*pi*f0/sf;                             %radians per sample 

 nharm = floor((sf/2)/f0);                            % number of harmonics 

 nsamps = floor(frameDuration*sf);          % number of samples per pixel     

 sig = zeros(1,nsamps); 

%------------------------------------------- 

   n = 0:(nsamps-1); 

% synthesize bandlimited impulse train 

   for i=1:nharm 

         sig = sig + cos(i*w0T*n); 

 end 

sig = sig/max(sig);                             % normalize 

%---------------------------------------------- 

   % Synthesize the vowel 

%--------------------------------------------- 

  for i=1:nrows 

       R =exp(-pi*B(i,:)/sf);                              % calculate radius of each pole 

       theta = 2*pi*F(i,:)/sf;                             % calculate the angle of each pole 

       poles = R .* exp(j*theta);                        % obtain filter coefficients 

       [b,a] = zp2tf(0,[poles,conj(poles)],1);     %Zero-pole to transfer function conversion. 

       y = filter(1,a,sig);                                     %Filtering 
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      %store the filtered output 

      output(start:start+FrameSamples-1)= y(1:FrameSamples); 

    start = start + FrameSamples;               %increment the value of start 

end 

   %----------------------------------------------- 

   % Write the output, plot and listen the sound 

   %----------------------------------------------- 

  output = output/max(output); 

  wavwrite(output,sf,16,'C:\Training\formants\vowel.wav'); % path the output to be stored 

  plot(output) 

  sound(output)                                % Let's hear it 

  disp('program finished'); 

  %-------------------end of program-----------------------------
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Appendix D: Sample description file for vowel a generated by wagon tool 

( 
( name 
 
a1_bariya,a1_jantila,a1_malefia,a2_africa,a2_bariya,a2_esayas,a2_jantila,a_aim
ero,a_amest,a_araya,a_armias,a_asebe,a_asfelagi,a_atseno,a_baide,a_beale,a_bel
a_buna,a_daniel,a_degafiwoch,a_duka,a_earaqi,a_ebakhe,a_edari,a_egeza,a_ehadeg
,_eleta,,a_embassy,a_enbelta,a_endgida,a_endiyaw,a_enjera,a_ensurance,a_ermja,
a_esat,a_esayas,a_esirate,a_esmael,a_esrael,_eta,,a_ethiopia,a_ewkina,a_eyasu,
a_ezia,,a_jantila,a_maezen,a_metmeta,a_moa,a_ogade,a_sahile,a_sebat,a_shema,a_
urgesa,a_usman,a_wegesha,) 
( pprevious 
 
#,a,b,e,g,ie,ii,ix,l,m,o,p,q,r,s,t,u,), 
( previous 
#,b,c,d,e,g,h,ii,j,k,l,m,n,o,r,s,sx,t,y,z) 
( next 
 
#,d,f,h,ie,ix,k,l,m,n,q,r,s,t,w,y,z) 
( nnext 
 
#,a,d,e,f,h,ie,ii,l,m,n,s,t,u,)) 
 

Appendix E: Sample CART tree generated for vowel [a] 

((nnext is #) 
 ((next is #) 
  ((previous is t) 
   ((pprevious is l) 
    (((a1_bariya 0) (a1_jantila 0) (a1_malefia 0) (a2_africa 0) (a2_bariya 0) 
(a2_esayas 0) (a2_jantila 0) (a_aimero 0) (a_amest 0) (a_araya 0) (a_armias 0) 
(a_asebe 0) (a_asfelagi 0) (a_atseno 0) (a_baide 0) (a_beale 0) (a_bela 0) 
(a_buna 0) (a_daniel 0) (a_degafiwoch 0) (a_duka 0) (a_earaqi 0) (a_ebakhe 0) 
(a_edari 0) (a_egeza 0) (a_ehadege 0) (a_eleta 0.5) (a_embassy 0) (a_enbelta 
0.5) (a_endgida 0) (a_endiyaw 0) (a_enjera 0) (a_ensurance 0) (a_ermija 0) 
(a_esat 0) (a_esayas 0) (a_esirate 0) (a_esmael 0) (a_esrael 0) (a_eta 0) 
(a_ethiopia 0) (a_ewkina 0) (a_eyasu 0) (a_ezia 0) (a_jantila 0) (a_maezen 0) 
(a_metmeta 0) (a_moa 0) (a_ogade 0) (a_sahile 0) (a_sebat 0) (a_shema 0) 
(a_urgesa 0) (a_usman 0) (a_wegesha 0) a_eleta)) 
    ((pprevious is ii) 
     (((a1_bariya 0) (a1_jantila 0) (a1_malefia 0) (a2_africa 0) (a2_bariya 0) 
(a2_esayas 0) (a2_jantila 0) (a_aimero 0) (a_amest 0) (a_araya 0) (a_armias 0) 
(a_asebe 0) (a_asfelagi 0) (a_atseno 0) (a_baide 0) (a_beale 0) (a_bela 0) 
(a_buna 0) (a_daniel 0) (a_degafiwoch 0) (a_duka 0) (a_earaqi 0) (a_ebakhe 0) 
(a_edari 0) (a_egeza 0) (a_ehadege 0) (a_eleta 0) (a_embassy 0) (a_enbelta 0) 
(a_endgida 0) (a_endiyaw 0) (a_enjera 0) (a_ensurance 0) (a_ermija 0) (a_esat 
0) (a_esayas 0) (a_esirate 0) (a_esmael 0) (a_esrael 0) (a_eta 0) (a_ethiopia 
0) (a_ewkina 0) (a_eyasu 0) (a_ezia 0) (a_jantila 0) (a_maezen 0) (a_metmeta 
1) (a_moa 0) (a_ogade 0) (a_sahile 0) (a_sebat 0) (a_shema 0) (a_urgesa 0) 
(a_usman 0) (a_wegesha 0) a_metmeta)) 
     (((a1_bariya 0) (a1_jantila 0) (a1_malefia 0) (a2_africa 0) (a2_bariya 0) 
(a2_esayas 0) (a2_jantila 0) (a_aimero 0) (a_amest 0) (a_araya 0) (a_armias 0) 
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(a_asebe 0) (a_asfelagi 0) (a_atseno 0) (a_baide 0) (a_beale 0) (a_bela 0) 
(a_buna 0) (a_daniel 0) (a_degafiwoch 0) (a_duka 0) (a_earaqi 0) (a_ebakhe 0) 
(a_edari 0) (a_egeza 0) (a_ehadege 0) (a_eleta 0) (a_embassy 0) (a_enbelta 0) 
(a_endgida 0) (a_endiyaw 0) (a_enjera 0) (a_ensurance 0) (a_ermija 0) (a_esat 
0) (a_esayas 0) (a_esirate 0) (a_esmael 0) (a_esrael 0) (a_eta 1) (a_ethiopia 
0) (a_ewkina 0) (a_eyasu 0) (a_ezia 0) (a_jantila 0) (a_maezen 0) (a_metmeta 
0) (a_moa 0) (a_ogade 0) (a_sahile 0) (a_sebat 0) (a_shema 0) (a_urgesa 0) 
(a_usman 0) (a_wegesha 0) a_eta)))) 
   ((pprevious is e) 
    ((previous is l) 
     (((a1_bariya 0) (a1_jantila 0) (a1_malefia 0) (a2_africa 0) (a2_bariya 0) 
(a2_esayas 0) (a2_jantila 0) (a_aimero 0) (a_amest 0) (a_araya 0) (a_armias 0) 
(a_asebe 0) (a_asfelagi 0) (a_atseno 0) (a_baide 0) (a_beale 0) (a_bela 1) 
(a_buna 0) (a_daniel 0) (a_degafiwoch 0) (a_duka 0) (a_earaqi 0) (a_ebakhe 0) 
(a_edari 0) (a_egeza 0) (a_ehadege 0) (a_eleta 0) (a_embassy 0) (a_enbelta 0) 
(a_endgida 0) (a_endiyaw 0) (a_enjera 0) (a_ensurance 0) (a_ermija 0) (a_esat 
0) (a_esayas 0) (a_esirate 0) (a_esmael 0) (a_esrael 0) (a_eta 0) (a_ethiopia 
0) (a_ewkina 0) (a_eyasu 0) (a_ezia 0) (a_jantila 0) (a_maezen 0) (a_metmeta 
0) (a_moa 0) (a_ogade 0) (a_sahile 0) (a_sebat 0) (a_shema 0) (a_urgesa 0) 
(a_usman 0) (a_wegesha 0) a_bela)) 
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Appendix F: Performance test code for the selection made by the CART 

%This code tests the output from the training data with the test data for appropriate selection of a parameters made   
%by  CART from different contexts of target vowel to synthesize the required vowel. 

    %Clear the command window 

    clc; 

    %Initialize the sum of matched parameters to be zero at the beginning 

    valueFull=0;  

    valueLeftR1=0; 

    valueRightL1=0; 

    valueLeft=0; 

    valueRight=0; 

    ValueNeighboring=0; 

    ValueLeftOrRight=0; 

    %Input the training data and the testing data 

    trainData = input('Enter file name of the train data: ','s'); 

    testData = input('Enter file name of the testing data: ','s'); 

    [DataName,TL2,TL1,TR1,TR2] = textread(trainData,'%s %s %s %s %s'); 

    [TestDataName,TL2,TL1,TR1,TR2] = textread(testData,'%s %s %s %s %s'); 

    %-----------------Fully Context Matched------------------Match Match  Match  Match    

     for i = 1:length(TestDataName) 

            %Flag to avoid any repetion while counting the values matched 

              found = 0; 

      for j=1:length(DataName) 

          if ( (strcmp( DL1(j), TL1(i))& strcmp(DL2(j), TL2(i)))& (strcmp( DR1(j), TR1(i)) & strcmp(  DR2(j), 
TR2(i)))), 

                         found = 1; 

                    %Display the parameters which are fully matched 

                     disp(TL2(i)), disp(TL1(i)),disp(TR1(i)),disp(TR2(i)) 
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                    disp('   '); 

              end 

            end 

                if(found == 1) 

                   valueFull=valueFull + 1; 

                end  

        end 

       %The number of fully mathed parameters 

        sprintf('Fully matched are  % d of %d ',valueFull,i) 

        %In percent 

        valueFullinPercent=(valueFull/i)*100         

       %---------Left and R1-------- Match , Match  Match ANY 

     for i = 1:length(TestDataName) 

            found = 0; 

         for j=1:length(DataName) 

            if ( (strcmp( DL1(j), TL1(i))& strcmp(DL2(j), TL2(i)))& (strcmp( DR1(j), TR1(i))))                

                found = 1; 

            end 

        end 

            if(found ==1) 

                valueLeftR1=valueLeftR1+1; 

            end 

    end 

    %The number of parameters mathched fully in the left and immediate right 

    sprintf('Left and immediate right matched are  % d of %d',valueLeftR1,i) 

    %In percent 

    valueLeftR1inPercent=(valueLeftR1/i)*100 
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    %---------Right and Left 1--------ANY   Match   Match   Match 

     for i = 1:length(TestDataName) 

             found = 0; 

         for j=1:length(DataName) 

            if ( (strcmp( DL1(j), TL1(i)))& (strcmp( DR1(j), TR1(i)) & strcmp( DR2(j), TR2(i)))), 

                  found = 1; 

            end 

        end 

            if(found == 1)valueRightL1=valueRightL1+1; 

            end 

    end 

   %The number of parameters mathched fully in the right and immediate left 

   sprintf('Right and immediate left matched are  % d of %d',valueRightL1,i)  

   %In percent 

   valueRightL1inPercent=(valueRightL1/i)*100 

    %--------------------Left Context-------------------------   MATCH     MATCH     ANY    ANY 

        for i = 1:length(TestDataName) 

                 found = 0; 

            for j=1:length(DataName) 

            if (strcmp( DL1(j), TL1(i))& strcmp(DL2(j), TL2(i))) 

                     found = 1; 

            end 

          end 

              if(found == 1) 

                  valueLeft=valueLeft+1; 

              end 

       end 

     %The number of parameters matched in the left 
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    sprintf('Left matched are  % d of %d',valueLeft,i)  

       %In percent 

    valueLeftinPercent=(valueLeft/i)*100 

  

   %------------------Right Context---------------ANY      ANY     MATCH     MATCH      

      for i = 1:length(TestDataName) 

                found = 0; 

            for j=1:length(DataName) 

                if ((strcmp( DR1(j), TR1(i)) & strcmp( DR2(j), TR2(i)))) 

                      found = 1; 

                end 

          end 

                 if(found == 1) 

                      valueRight=valueRight+1; 

                 end 

      end 

     %The number of parameters mathed in the right 

     sprintf('Right matched are  % d of %d',valueRight,i)  

      %In percent 

      valueRightinPercent=(valueRight/i)*100 

      %-----------------Neigbouring Context-----------------------ANY     MATCH     MATCH     ANY 

     for i = 1:length(TestDataName) 

               found = 0; 

            for j=1:length(DataName) 

               if ((strcmp( DR1(j), TR1(i)) & strcmp( DL1(j), TL1(i)))) 

                  found = 1; 

               end 

          end 
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                  if(found == 1)  

                      ValueNeighboring=ValueNeighboring+1; 

                  end 

      end 

      %The number of parameters in the preceding and succedding  

      sprintf('Preceding and Succedding matched are  % d of %d',ValueNeighboring,i)  

       %In percent 

      ValueNeighboringinPercent=(ValueNeighboring/i)*100 

     

      %---Left or Right---------------ANY     ANY   MATCH     MATCH   or   MATCH     MATCH     ANY   ANY 

         for i = 1:length(TestDataName) 

             found = 0; 

            for j=1:length(DataName) 

              if ( (strcmp( DL1(j), TL1(i))& strcmp(DL2(j), TL2(i))) | (strcmp( DR1(j), TR1(i)) & strcmp( DR2(j), 
TR2(i)))) 

                    found = 1; 

              end 

          end 

              if(found == 1) 

                  ValueLeftOrRight=ValueLeftOrRight+1;   

              end 

      end 

      %The number of parameters mathed in the left or right 

      sprintf('Left or right matched are  % d of %d',ValueLeftOrRight,i)  

      %In percent 

      ValueLeftOrRightinPercent= (ValueLeftOrRight/i)*100 

%---------------------------------------------End of the code----------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix G: Questionnaire 

Addis Ababa University 

Department of Computer Science 

Users’ Evaluation of Formant Synthesizer for Amharic vowel 

The aim of this questionnaire is to evaluate the performance of the Amharic vowels synthesizer. 

All the information that you fill in this form is very critical to the conclusions we make at the end 

of the research work. So I request you to answer for the questions freely and honestly. 

 Background Information of Respondent’s 

1. Full Name __________________________ 

2. Age Group Between 15-25 

                                      Between 26-35 

                                      Between 36-45  

                           Above 45  

3. Academic Status      Ph.D 
  Msc Student 

  Bsc Student 

               other (Specify) ____________ 

4. Occupation            ________________________  
5. How often do you use to hear synthetic speech?  Very often 

      Seldom 

   Never  
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  Testing the Amharic Vowel Synthesizer 

  (To be filled by the respondents) 

1. Listen to the following audio files and write the letter of the vowel you heard on the space 
provided  

Audio 1- Audio 12: 

             [e]/�/  [u]/{/           [ii]/	/        [a]/|/        [ie]/}/      [ix]/~í        [o] /�/        

     1.________     2._______      3._______     4.______     5._______   6._________            

      7.________    8._________   9.________. 10________ 11._______ 12.________ 

2. Audio 2: Which word contains the vowel indicated? 

I[e]     II[u]                    III [ii]               IV[a] 

      “Beale”  “Uragaye”                  “Information”             “Beale” 

  “Alem” “Leule” “Kenae”                “Alem”                                 

IV[ie]        VI[ix]   VII[o] 

“Agnecy” “Ersha”                    “Taote” 

“Tensae”                             “Baide”                     “Medlio” 

3. Naturalness 

 Is the voice nice listening to?  

Very natural 

Natural 

Ok 

Unnatural 

Very unnatural 

4. Sound quality 

  Do you consider the system has a good sound quality? 

Very good 
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Good 

Neither good 

Bad 

Very bad 

5. Pronunciation 

                       Did you have to concentrate a lot to understand the speech talked by the voice? 

 A lot of concentration 

Some concentration at some words 

Little concentration 

No concentration was needed 

6. Intelligibility 

     Was the voice easy to understand? 

Very hard 

Hard 

Neither hard 

Easy 

Very easy 

 

     Thank you 
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